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Zusammenfassung

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit der Untersuchung der atomaren und elektronischen Struktur

von gemischten Ober�ächenlegierungen mittels eines Rastertunnelmikroskops mit variabler

Temperatur. Die in dieser Arbeit untersuchte Klasse von Ober�ächenlegierungen entste-

hen durch die Substitution von jedem dritten Atom einer Ag(111) Ober�äche durch die

Elemente Bi, Pb oder Sb. Während die reinen Ober�ächenlegierungen nur ein einzelnen

Substituenten beinhalten, können in gemischte Ober�ächenlegierungen verschiedene Sub-

stituenten in beliebigem Mischungverhältnis vorkommen.

In den gemischten Ober�ächenlegierungen kann durch Vergleich der topographischen

und den dazugehörigen elektronischen Strukturen erstmals die Lokalisierung von elektron-

sichen Zuständen aufgrund atomarer Unordnung (Anderson-Lokalisierung) lokal aufgelöst

gezeigt werden. Mit Hilfe eines Tight-Binding Modells für ungeordnete Gitterstrukturen

werden die experimentellen Messungen in Simulationen direkt reproduziert.

Die topographischen Untersuchungen der gemischten Ober�ächenlegierungen zeigen,

dass die je nach Element unterschiedliche Relaxation der einzelnen Substituenten auch im

gemischten Fall erhalten bleibt, und so eine Analyse der chemischen Zusammensetzung der

Ober�äche mit atomarer Au�ösung ermöglicht. Die statistische Verteilung der einzelnen

Substituenten in den gemischten Ober�ächenlegierungen ist ungeordnet, aber nicht ganz

zufällig. Eine kleine, attraktive e�ektive Paarwechselwirkung zwischen substitutionellen

Atomen des selben Elements wird durch den Vergleich mit Monte-Carlo Simulationen

gezeigt.

Für die Entstehung der Monolagenphase im Falle eines Überschusses an Substituenten

kann ein deutlicher Unterschied im Verhalten zwischen den untersuchten Ober�ächen-

legierungen gezeigt werden. Für das Wachstum der reinen Ober�ächenlegierung Bi/Ag

auf einem dünnen, heteroepitaktischen Ag/Pt(111) Film, kann wird gezeigt, dass die An-

wesenheit des Bismuths das Wachstum des Ag/Pt(111) Films stark bein�usst.

Die Auswahl an reinen Ober�ächenlegierungen mit individuellen elektronischen Eigen-

schaften, die in beliebigem Verhältnis in den gemischten Ober�ächenlegierungen kombiniert

werden können, ermöglicht es die experimentelle Untersuchung der Anderson-Lokalisierung

von elektronischen Zuständen auf einen weiten Raum von Parametern auszudehnen und

den Ein�uss unterschiedlicher E�ekte wie zum Beispiel Spin-Bahn Wechselwirkung zu

studieren.





Abstract

In this work, the atomic and electronic structure of mixed surface alloys is studied using a

scanning tunneling microscope with variable temperature. The examined class of surface

alloys is formed by substitution of every third atom of a Ag(111) surface with the elements

Bi, Pb or Sb. While the pure surface alloys consist of only one substituent, mixed surface

alloys consist of several substituents with an arbitrary ratio.

For the mixed surface alloys it is possible for the �rst time to demonstrate the local-

ization of electronic states due to atomic disorder (Anderson localization) on a local scale

by comparing topographic and corresponding electronic structures. Using a tight-binding

model for disordered lattice structures, the experimental results can be directly reproduced

in simulations.

The topographic studies of the mixed surface alloys reveal that the particular sub-

stituents retain their individual relaxation even when di�erent substituents are mixed, and

so an analysis of the chemical composition of the surface with atomic resolution is possi-

ble. The statistical distribution of the particular substituents in the mixed surface alloys is

disordered but not fully random. A small, attractive e�ective pair interaction between sub-

stitutional atoms of the same element is demonstrated by a comparison with Monte-Carlo

simulations.

A distinct di�erence in the behavior of the examined mixed surface alloys can be demon-

strated for the development of the monolayer phase in the case of an excess of substituents.

It can be shown for the growth of the pure surface alloy Bi/Ag on a thin, heteroepitax-

ial Ag/Pt(111) �lm, that the presence of bismuth strongly in�uences the growth of the

Ag/Pt(111) �lm.

The variety of pure surface alloys with individual electronic properties, which can be

combined with arbitrary ratio into mixed surface alloys, makes it possible to extend ex-

perimental studies of the Anderson localization of electronic states to a wide range of

parameters and to examine the in�uence of of di�erent e�ects, such as spin-orbit interac-

tion.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

With the discovery of bronze about 5000 years ago, alloys are one of the oldest technological

discoveries of mankind and in the modern times, alloys play an important role for the

technological advancement in science and engineering . Alloying allows to create materials

with new and speci�c properties, ranging from the increased hardness of steel to the tailored

electronic properties of semiconductors to the enhanced Rashba e�ect in surface alloys.

Many alloys exhibit a disordered atomic distribution of their components. These dis-

ordered structures do not exhibit translation invariance, making it impossible to describe

these alloys using simple pictures such as Bloch waves, which are normally used to de-

scribe the properties of solids and are taught in basic physic courses. For the theoretical

description of these alloys, averaging methods like the virtual crystal approximation [1]

or the coherent potential approximation [2] are used to restore the translational invari-

ance. However, these descriptions overlook properties of the alloys that are related to the

disorder.

In 1958, P. W. Anderson theoretically described the in�uence of disorder on the di�u-

sion of spin or charge carriers [3]. The limited di�usion described by his model is nowadays

known as Anderson localization. It took more than 30 years until disorder localization of

waves could be experimentally observed [4]. To date, disorder localization has been found

for a variety of waves such as acoustic waves [4,5], electromagnetic waves [6�8] and matter

waves [9�11]. Localization of electronic waves has been studied indirectly in transport mea-

surements in the form of a metal-insulator transition in doped semiconductors, but a clear

distinction between Mott localization due to electron-electron interaction and Anderson

localization was not possible for these materials [12]. Only recently, this transition could

be attributed to disorder in the phase-change material GeSb2Te4 [13].
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Until now, there are no direct observations of electronic wavefunctions localized due

to disorder. The ideal tool for such a study is the scanning tunneling microscope. Scan-

ning tunneling microscopy allows to study surface topographies with atomic [14] and even

chemical resolution [15�17]. Simultaneously, it allows to study the electronic structure of

surfaces on the same length scale [18].

A material system ideal for the study of a disordered atomic structure and the correlated

electronic states are the pseudobinary mixed surface alloys such as BixPb1−x/Ag(111) [19]

and BixSb1−x/Ag(111) [20]. Surface alloys are made of elements that are immiscible in the

bulk, but are miscible in the surface layer, forming a two dimensional alloy. Surface alloys

such as Bi/Ag(111) [21] have sparked great interest in the past years, as they exhibit states

con�ned mostly in the surface layer which show a giant Rashba-type spin-splitting [22].

The pseudobinary nature of the mixed surface alloy allows the continuous tuning of their

electronic properties. The limitation of the atomic as well as the electronic structure to the

surface makes the mixed surface alloys a perfect material system for studies with surface

sensitive techniques such as scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy, and allows a

direct correlation of the topographic and electronic structures.

This thesis is structured in the following way: The basic principles of scanning tun-

neling microscopy and spectroscopy, the experimental techniques applied in this work, are

described in chapter 2. In chapter 3, the scienti�c background of the examined material

system, surface alloys with Rashba-type spin-splitting, the Anderson model for localiza-

tion of waves and Monte-Carlo simulations of alloys are explained in detail. Chapter 4

describes technical details of the UHV-system with the variable temperature STM as well

as the preparation of the samples and the STM tip. The remaining chapters deal with the

experimental results and the discussion of these results. Chapter 5 covers the growth and

topographic structure of the mixed surface alloys and compares this with results of Monte-

Carlo simulations. In Chapter 6 the local electronic structure of the mixed surface alloys is

examined and, using the Anderson model of localization, the correlation between the disor-

dered atomic structure and the local variations of the electronic structure is demonstrated.

In chapter 7, the growth and in�uence of the Bi/Ag surface alloy on a thin, heteroepitaxial

Ag/Pt(111) �lm and dealloying of the mixed surface alloys are studied.
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Chapter 2

Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and

Spectroscopy

2.1 Basic Principle of STM

Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) is an experimental technique for spatially localized

measurements of topographic [14] and electronic properties [18] of metal and semiconductor

surfaces, exploiting the purely quantum mechanical principle of electron tunneling. The

basic principle of STM is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. For electron tunneling to occur, a metallic

tip is brought into close range (of the order of a few Å) of the surface of interest. While

there is no direct electric contact, the electron wave functions decay exponentially into

the region between tip and sample and overlap there at small enough distances, allowing a

transition from the state of one side into the state of the other side. In the case of a potential

di�erence due to an applied bias voltage between the two sides, electrons can tunnel from

the higher energy side into the empty states of the other side. This is illustrated in Fig.

2.2. The exponential decay of the wave functions leads to an exponential dependance of

the tunneling probability and the resulting tunneling current on the distance between tip

and sample surface. This allows to measure changes in this distance with a high resolution

(∼ 1 pm). In the case of an ideal tip terminated by a single atom, most of the tunneling

current will go through this atom as all other tip atoms are further away from the surface,

resulting in a high spatial resolution.

Images of the surface topography can be acquired by scanning the tip over the sample

surface while measuring changes in the tunneling current. There are to di�erent operating

modes for scanning: The �constant hight� mode is simpler one, for which the tip is kept
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Chapter 2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy

Figure 2.1: Illustration of the basic principle of scanning tunneling microscopy. A metallic
tip is brought into close contact of a conducting surface until a tunneling current is detected.
Scanning the tip over the surface, while recording the variations in the current signal, gives
a representation of the topography of the surface.

Figure 2.2: Illustrations of electron wave functions before (ψ1), during (ψ2) and after
(ψ3) tunneling through the vacuum barrier between tip and sample. In the energetically
allowed regions of the tip and the sample, the wave functions have a sinus form, while in
the forbidden region of the vacuum barrier the wave function decays exponentially. The
di�erent amplitudes of ψ1 and ψ3 can be explained with �nite probability of ψ1 being
re�ected at the vacuum barrier.
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2.2. Theory of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

at constant height (z-position relative to the base of the tip positioning system, not to the

sample surface) and changes in the current correspond directly to changes in the surface

height. This mode is simpler to implement and allows faster scanning, but requires �at

surfaces to avoid contact between tip and sample or loosing the tunneling contact. The

second mode is the �constant current� mode which is normally used. A closed feedback

loop measuring the tunneling current is used to adjust the z-position of the tip so that the

tunneling current is kept at a preset value. The z-position of the tip is then directly used

as height for the topography.

Scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements of the surface electronic structure

can be performed by keeping the tip at a lateral and vertical �xed position (feedback loop

is open), while measuring the conductance for a bias voltage ramp. As these spectroscopic

measurements are spatially localized, measuring at di�erent positions on the sample surface

allows to identify local variations in the electronic structure.

2.2 Theory of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

2.2.1 Bardeen Theory of Tunneling

Bardeen developed his theory of electron tunneling [23] to explain the experimental �nd-

ings of Giaever [24] as well as Nicol et al. [25] for superconductor-insulator-superconductor

tunneling experiments. The derivation starts with two electrodes A and B far away from

each other, with potentials UA and UB and stationary wave functions ψµ and χν respec-

tively. Bringing the two electrodes close to each other, the wave function ψµ has now a

probability to transfer from the region A into states given by the wave function χν in region

B and the time dependent solution can be described by linear combination of the initial

state ψµ and the possible �nal states χν

Ψ = ψµe
− i

~Eµt +
∞∑
ν=1

cν(t)χνe
− i

~Eνt (2.1)

With the tunneling matrix element Mµν the probability for a transition is given by

pµν = |cν(t)2| = |Mµν |2
4 sin2[ 1

2~(Eµ − Eν)t]
(Eµ − Eν)2

(2.2)

The behavior of the fraction on the right side is plotted in Fig. 2.3 as a function of the
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Chapter 2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy

Figure 2.3: Graph of the fraction on the right side of Eq. 2.2 as a function of the energy
di�erence Eµ − Eν with t

2~ = 100 eV−1. The function has its maximum at Eµ = Eν and
drops quickly to 0 if Eµ 6= Eν implying the preference of elastic tunneling.

energy di�erence Eµ − Eν . The fraction has its maximum for Eµ = Eν and drops quickly

to 0 for Eµ 6= Eν , implying that the initial and the �nal state of the tunneling process have

the same energy. The process is then called elastic tunneling. In contrast to this is the

case when the electron loses energy during the tunneling process due to some interaction

(e.g. a spin �ip in the presence of a magnetic �eld). This process is then called inelastic

tunneling and will not be treated here any further.

To calculate the tunneling current, one has to take the density of states ρ(E) of both

electrodes into account. For elastic tunneling, the number of states an electron in electrode

A at some energy E can tunnel into (if they are empty) is given by the density of states

ρB(E) of the electrode B. On the other hand, the number of such electrons is given

by ρA(E). In the case of an applied bias voltage V , electrons in the energy interval

[EF , EF + eV ] can tunnel into the empty states above EF in the other electrode. With the

approximation of a constant density of states near the Fermi energy, the tunneling current

I for small voltages V is given by

I =
2πe2

~
|Mµν |2ρB(EF )ρA(EF )V (2.3)

For a more general result, the temperature has to be taken into account. The e�ects of a
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2.2. Theory of Scanning Tunneling Microscopy

�nite temperature T on the occupation of states is given by the Fermi-Dirac statistic

f(E, T ) =
1

e
1

kBT
(E−EF )

+ 1
(2.4)

Dropping also the assumption of a constant density of states ρ(E), this gives the following

result for the tunneling current:

I =
2πe

~

+∞∫
−∞

(f(E − eV, T )− f(E, T )) |Mµν(E, d)|2ρA(E)ρB(E)dE (2.5)

The tunneling matrix element Mµν can be calculated from the overlap of the two wave

functions ψµ and χν at an arbitrary surface in between the two electrodes

Mµν =
~2

2m

∫
ψµ
∂χ∗ν
∂z
− χ∗ν

∂ψµ
∂z

dxdy (2.6)

The dependence of the matrix element on the Energy E and the distance d between the

electrodes from the exponential decay of the wave functions inside the barrier is given by

ψµ(z) = ψµ(0)e−κµz (2.7)

χν(z) = χν(0)e−κν(d−z) (2.8)

In the case of elastic tunneling the the decay constants κµ and κν are identical and can be

written as

κ =
1

~

√
2m(Φ− E) (2.9)

with Φ as the average height of the barrier given by the work functions of the two electrodes.

2.2.2 Terso�-Hamann Model

For the calculation of the tunneling current in Eq. 2.3 with the tunneling matrix element

of Eq. 2.6, knowledge of the tip and sample wave functions is necessary. However, the

structure of the tip and its wave functions are generally not known, and have to be approx-

imated with a model. A very prominent model was developed by Terso� and Hamann [26].

In their model, the tip is approximated as a spherical apex with radius R and its center at

~r0 = (0, 0, z0) above the surface. Outside the tip in the vacuum region, the spherical tip

9



Chapter 2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy

state is given by

χ(~r) ∝ 1

|~r − ~r0|
eκ|~r−~r0| (2.10)

In general, the sample wave function can be described by a Fourier expansion in the

direction parallel to the surface. In the vacuum region, this is gives

ψ(~r) ∝
∫
a(~q)e−

√
~q2+κ2z+i~q~xd2~q (2.11)

with ~x and ~q as the in-plane position vector and momentum vector respectively. The

electronic structure of the surface is de�ned by the expansion coe�cients a(~q). Using

this wave function and the Fourier transformation of the tip wave function (Eq. 2.10) to

calculate the tunneling matrix element Eq. 2.6, one �nds M ∝ ψ(~r0). With Eq. 2.3 and

only one tip state, this leads to a tunneling current

I ∝ |ψ(~r0)|2ρS(EF )V ∝ ρS(EF , ~r0)V (2.12)

This means, that for small voltages the conductance I
V
is proportional to the density of

states of the sample at the position of the tip. So, in STM, it is not really the atomic

structure that is measured, but the LDOS ρ generated by the atomic structure. A limita-

tion of the Terso�-Hamann model is that the s-wave approximation is only true for surface

features with a size much larger then approximately 0.3 nm. If there are smaller features,

other tip states with higher angular momentum cannot be neglected anymore for the tun-

neling matrix element. Especially for atomic resolution on metal surfaces, states like the

pz or dz2 state have to be taken into account.

2.3 Chemical Resolution on Alloy Surfaces

Even though chemical contrast of alloy surfaces is not an intrinsic feature of a STM, such

contrast was achieved on a variety of alloys [17] and surfaces alloys [15, 16]. In binary

alloys, the chemical contrast manifests itself in two di�erent corrugations of the surface

atoms. The di�erence can arise from several e�ects: When one element is larger then the

other or relaxes out of the surface plane, there is a real height di�erence between the atoms

of di�erent elements (Fig. 2.4 a)). An example for such a contrast are surface alloys like

Pb/Cu(111) [15] or Bi/Ag(111) [27], for which the larger Pb and Bi atoms were found

as protursions. On the other hand, the tunneling current depends on the local density
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2.4. dI/dV-Spectroscopy

Figure 2.4: Di�erent e�ects leading to chemical contrast in STM measurements: a) Height
and/or size di�erence, b) di�erence in the LDOS and c) di�erence in the interaction between
tip and surface atoms.

of states of the sample near the Fermi energy as it was demonstrated in section 2.2, so

di�erent LDOS of the alloy atoms lead to an apparent height di�erence as illustrated in

Fig. 2.4 b). An example for this are alloys of a noble metal and and a transition metal

with its partially �lled d shell like the PdAg alloy [28]. In contrast to the sp-band of the

noble metal, the d-band is localized around the Fermi energy, giving rise to a high LDOS

at this energy range. Finally, di�erent interactions between the tip (or an adatom on

the tip) and the surface atoms [29] can also lead to a di�erent apparent height (Fig. 2.4

c)). The combination of these e�ects can make it di�cult to correctly assign the di�erent

corrugation to the respective elements. For example in the Au/Ni(110) surface alloy, the

Au atoms appear as shallow holes in the Ni surface, even though the Au atoms are larger

and sit slightly higher then the Ni atoms [30]. In such cases the surface concentration of the

alloy elements must be known (from the sample preparation or e.g. XPS measurements)

to assign the di�erent atoms correctly.

2.4 dI/dV-Spectroscopy

In the simpli�ed picture of the Terso�-Hamann model given by Eq. 2.12, one can see that

the local density of states of the sample ρS(E,~r0) is directly accessible by measuring the

derivative of the tunneling current at the energy E = EF + eV(
dI

dU

)
U=V

∝ ρS(EF + eV, ~r0) (2.13)

However, the density of states of the tip ρT (E) and the tunneling matrix elementM(E) are

usually not constant and have to be taken into account using the Bardeen formalism. The
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Chapter 2. Scanning Tunneling Microscopy and Spectroscopy

Figure 2.5: Asymmetry in the tunneling spectrum for the bias voltage applied to the
sample. a) Tunneling from the tip into the occupied states of the sample for negative bias
voltage. b) Tunneling from the unoccupied states of the sample into the tip for positive
bias voltage. The width of the arrows represents the increased tunneling probability for
states with higher energy

energy dependence of M(E), given by the decay constant Eq. 2.9, can be approximated

for E � Φ (which is usually the case in STS measurements), using
√

1− E
Φ
≈ 1− 1

2
E
Φ
:

M(E) = M(0)eκ0
E
2Φ
d (2.14)

with κ0 = 1
~

√
2mΦ. This simply states the fact, that states with higher energy see a

lower vacuum barrier for the tunneling process and thus have a higher probability to

tunnel through the barrier to the other side (see Fig. 2.5). This means that mainly the

unoccupied states of the tip and the sample can be probed by STS while for the occupied

states, one is limited to energies near the Fermi energy [31,32].

To perform a dI/dV measurement, the tip is positioned at the location of interest and

stabilized at a certain feedback setpoint for the tunneling current. The feedback loop

is opened and the bias voltage is ramped through the voltage range (i.e. energy range)

of interest, while the tunneling current is recorded. Usually dI/dV measurements are

performed by using a Lock-In ampli�er, adding a small modulation voltage Vmod cos (ωt)

to the bias voltage V which has two advantages. First it increases the signal-to-noise ratio

as the ampli�er �lters out any signal which is not modulated with a frequency ω and

second, one can directly measures the signal of the �rst or higher derivatives: Expanding

the modulated current signal I(V + Vmod cos (ωt)) into a Taylor series at voltage V gives

I(V + Vmod cos (ωt)) ≈ I(V ) +
dI

dV
Vmod cos (ωt) +

1

2

d2I

dV 2
V 2
mod cos2 (ωt) + . . . (2.15)

One can see, that by detecting only the signal that varies with frequency ω, one gets

12
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Figure 2.6: Lower limit of energy resolution in dI/dV measurements as function of tem-
perature T for di�erent Lock-In modulation voltages Vmod.

directly the �rst derivative dI
dV
, while the equality cos2 (ωt) = 1

2
+ 1

2
cos (2ωt) shows, that

the second derivative can be measured by using only the signal of the second harmonic.

Limiting factors for the energy resolution ∆E in STS measurements are the temperature

T and the Lock-In modulation Vmod given by [33]

∆E =
√

∆E2
therm + ∆E2

mod ≈
√

(3.5kBT )2 + (2.5eVmod)2 (2.16)

The temperature is a technical limitation of the measurement system design and the exact

limitation can have a variety reasons like heat transport through cables or simply the limit

of temperature that can be reached with the respective coolant (for example 4.2K for liquid

He4 without pumping the coolant). In the case of a �ow cryostat as it is used here, there

is the trade-o� between temperature and the mechanical noise induced by the circulating

coolant. On the other hand, the Lock-In modulation is limited by the desired signal-to-

noise ratio, which drops with decreasing Vmod. The energy resolution ∆E as function of

temperature is plotted for di�erent modulation voltages in Fig. 2.6.
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Chapter 3

Scienti�c background

3.1 General properties of alloys

3.1.1 Ordering in binary alloys

The simplest form of alloys are substitutional solid solutions. Here, in a crystal of element

A, some atoms are replaced by a second element B without changing the lattice structure.

Which lattice sites the substitutional atoms occupy is a statistical process and depends on

the interaction between the atoms that form the alloy. Ordering in such an alloy can be

described by the short range order parameters α(i) introduced by Cowley [34]

αA(i) = 1− xB(i)

xBni
(3.1)

for a central atom of the element A, with xB(i) the average ratio of B atoms in the ith

neighbor shell (i = 1 for the nearest neighbors, i = 2 for the next nearest neighbors), xB
the overall ratio of B atoms and ni the number of lattice sites in the ith neighbor shell.

An order parameter larger (smaller) than 0 represents a preference for atoms of the same

(di�erent) kind in the respective neighbor shell, while an order parameter of 0 implies no

preference and the occupation of that shell is given on average by the overall ratio.

In Fig. 3.1 di�erent types of possible ordering for a A0.33B0.67 alloy, random distribu-

tion, long range ordering in form of a periodic structure and short range order in form of

segregation are illustrated. The corresponding order parameters up to the 50th neighbor

order are displayed in Fig. 3.2. For a truly random distribution, order parameter αi is 0

for all neighbor orders i. For short range order in form of segregation, αi becomes small
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of di�erent distributions of atoms in an two dimensional alloy:
random distribution (a), periodic (long range) ordered alloy (b) and short range ordered
alloy with strong segregation (c). The alloys b) and c) were created using Monte-Carlo
simulations with ∆E < 0 and ∆E > 0 respectively (see section 3.4).

Figure 3.2: Order parameters α(R) as a function of the neighbor distance R (in lattice
constants) instead of the neighbor order i for the alloys displayed in Fig. 3.1.

very quickly. The range on which the sign of αi changes is a measurement for the averaged

size of the segregated areas. The averaging includes the areas of both kinds of atoms, A

and B. Long range order, signalized by a non vanishing order parameter even for large

distances, can only form for alloy ratios which allow a periodic pattern of the alloy atoms

in the lattice structure. The alternating of A and B atoms in the lattice is re�ected by the

jumps of the order parameter between two values, for a perfect
√

3×
√

3 lattice between 1

and -0.5. Alloys with no or only short range order also called �disordered alloys� in contrast

to �ordered alloys� with a periodic structure.
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3.1. General properties of alloys

3.1.2 Electronics properties of binary alloys

The lattice constant in binary (AxB1−x) and pseudobinary alloys (AxB1−xN) can be ap-

proximately interpolated between the pure phases A and B or AN and BN respectively

(this is known as Vegard's Law) [35]. For the electronic properties, the linear interpolation

has often to be complemented by a nonlinear part known as bowing which is attributed

to the composition disorder in the alloy [36]. For example the evolution of the band gap

energy Eg with the ratio x in semiconductors is described by

Eg(x) = xEg(AN) + (1− x)Eg(BN)− bx(1− x) (3.2)

with b as the empirical bowing parameter and Eg(AN) (Eg(BN)) the band gap in the

pure AN (BN) phase. ARPES measurements on Ag/Au(111) [37] demonstrated that in

an AgAu alloy the electronic properties of the surface state like binding energy or Rashba

parameter (see section 3.2.2) are also intermediate values depending on the proportion of

Au atoms the surface state probes. In contrast, it was demonstrated that in the segregated

case (a thin submonolayer �lm of Ag on the Au surface) there is a coexistence of two

di�erent bands, one in the Ag areas and in the Au ares, indicating a localization of the

band structure in the respective surfaces. A similar linear interpolated behavior was found

for the pseudobinary mixed surface alloy BixPb1−x/Ag(111) [19], while for the related

BixSb1−x/Ag(111) a strong non-linear behavior was found, with a band onset shifting even

beyond the boundaries set by the pure surface alloys Bi/Ag(111) and Sb/Ag(111) [20] (see

section 3.2.4).

In addition to the shift of the binding energy with concentration (chemical shift),

a broadening of core level peaks was found in XPS measurements of metal alloys like

CuxPd1−x, which was attributed to the disorder in the alloy [38]. This was described in

a simple model with the aid of a Madelung potential V i
M in addition to the intra-atomic

potential V i
ia at the lattice site i:

V i = V i
ia + V i

M =
Qi

r
+
∑
j 6=i

Qj

rij
(3.3)

with r as the e�ective radius of atom i. The charges Qi and Qj at lattice sites i and j

depend only on the nearest neighbors as de�ned by Magri's linear charge model [39]

Q = 2S0λ1N1 (3.4)
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Here, S0 is the sign of the charge at the lattice site, λ1 is an empirical parameter setting

the scale of the charges and N1 is the number of nearest unlike neighbors. The average

potential for one kind of atom in a random alloy, de�ning the chemical shift, can thus be

written as [40]

〈V 〉 =
2λ1S0

R
〈N1〉 (3.5)

with the variation due to the local disorder

σ2
V =

4λ2
1

R2
x(1− x)

∞∑
α1

f 2
α(1)Zα ∝ x(1− x) (3.6)

x is the alloy ratio and fα are a series of constants for di�erent neighbor shells α depending

only on the general structure of the lattice. The Madelung potential model is applicable

for electrons strongly bound to the atom and not very useful to describe the more delo-

calized valence and conduction states. Still it demonstrates how a chemically disordered

surrounding can have an in�uence on the electronic structure.

In general, binary alloys allow to create materials with new electronic properties which

depend on the composition. But this dependence is not necessarily linear, and the new

electronic properties must not even lie in between the pure components. These electronic

properties can be further modi�ed by local disorder and except for special compositions, al-

loys are disordered systems. STM allows to directly probe the e�ect of the disorder, which

is only indirectly accessible for non-local techniques as ARPES or XPS. To study the corre-

lation between the local disorder and the electronic structure, a two dimensional disordered

alloy system with an de�ned electronic structure is necessary as only the topmost surface

layer is accessible to STM. Candidates for these measurements are the pseudobinary sur-

face alloys BixPb1−x/Ag(111) and BixSb1−x/Ag(111)which, so far, have only been studied

with ARPES.

3.2 Surface alloys

A surface alloy is a phase which can form when, by depositing submonolayer amounts of a

material A onto a metallic substrate B, a fraction of the substrate atoms from the topmost

layer are replaced by the deposited atoms. Surface alloys di�er from normal alloys as their

components are generally not miscible in the bulk. Nowadays there is a wide range of such

material combinations known to form surface alloys such as Au/Ni [30], Ag/Cu [16] or
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3.2. Surface alloys

Figure 3.3: Topographic structure of the top most layer of the pure surface alloys. The black
diamond in the top view shows the unit cell of the

√
3×
√

3R30◦surface reconstruction.
The side view shows the relaxation ∆z of the atoms (not to scale).

Pb/Cu [15]. Due to the immiscibility, there is no alloying in the subsurface layers so that a

purely 2D alloy is formed. Surface alloys form a great variety of di�erent structures and a

compilation of these can be found in [41]. The following section will concentrate on a class

of surface alloys with the (111)-surfaces of silver (Ag) and copper (Cu) as substrates and

bismuth (Bi), lead (Pb) and antimony (Sb) as substituents. Even though these systems are

substitutional alloys, their limitation to the surface layer and to the ordered
√

3×
√

3R30◦

phase generates a completely new two dimensional electronic structure, which can not be

deduced from the pure phases of the components.

3.2.1 Topographic structure of the surface alloys

The surface alloys created from the Cu(111) and Ag(111) surfaces as substrates and Bi,

Pb, and Sb as substitutional atoms form all the same
√

3×
√

3R30◦ reconstruction at a

coverage of 1/3 monolayer (ML), where every third substrate atom is replaced by an substi-

tutional atom [15,27,42�45]. A model of this reconstruction is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. For

surface alloys on the Ag(111) surface the new lattice constant due to the reconstruction is

a =
√

3 · 2.88Å = 5.0Å. This reconstruction reduces the tensile stress of the surface [46]

which is in general on metal surfaces a result of the di�erent charge distribution compared

to the ideal bulk distribution [47]. Sb/Ag(111) presents an exception to the rule of immis-

cibility as Sb is smaller then Ag and they can form bulk alloys for small compositions up to

26.6 at.% Sb [48]. STM measurements of Bi/Ag(111) [49] and Pb/Ag(111) [50] and XRD

measurments of Bi/Cu(111) [42] show that for alloy atom coverages< 1/3ML a disordered

alloy is formed, while for coverages > 1/3ML dealloying takes place and an overlayer is

formed. Relaxations of the alloy atoms out of the Ag surface layer have been determined
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for the alloys on Ag(111) using IV-LEED measurements [51]. The relaxations ∆z are

0.65 ± 0.10Å for Bi/Ag(111), 0.46 ± 0.06Å for Pb/Ag(111) and 0.10 ± 0.02Å for the fcc

top layer stacking phase of Sb/Ag(111).

3.2.2 Electronic structure of surface alloys

The electronic structure of the surface alloys is of special interest, as these systems ex-

hibit Rashba spin-splitting, which is a result of spin-orbit interaction. The size of the

splitting that is found in some of these systems is extremely large compared to other sys-

tems with Rashba spin-splitting such as pure metal surfaces or interfaces of semiconductor

heterostructures.

Spin-orbit interaction

Spin orbit interaction is a relativistic e�ect that can be derived in a simple, classical way:

Assume an electron that moves with a velocity ~v relative to the spherical electrostatic

�eld ~E(~r) = −1
e
~∇V (~r) = −1

e
∂V (~r)
∂r

~r
r
of a positively charged nucleus with V (~r) as the

potential energy. In its rest frame, the electron sees a magnetic �eld ~B given by the

Lorentz transformation

~B′ = γ

(
~B − 1

c

(
~β × ~E

))
− γ2

γ + 1
~β
(
~β · ~B

)
(3.7)

with the Lorentz factor γ = 1√
1−β2

and ~β = ~v
c
. In the non-relativistic limit v � c (γ ≈ 1)

and for ~B = 0 the transformation can be simpli�ed to

~B′ ≈ − 1

c2

(
~v × ~E

)
(3.8)

The interaction of the electron spin ~s with this magnetic �eld is given by H = −~µ ~B′, with
the magnetic moment ~µ = −geµB

~ ~s of the electron and the Landé factor ge ≈ 2. So the

interaction can be written as

H = − 2µB
~mec2

1

r

∂V (~r)

∂r
(~r × ~p)~s (3.9)

With the Bohr magneton µB = e~
2me

and the angular momentum ~l = ~r × ~p, one can see

that this is indeed an interaction bewteen spin and the orbital angular momentum of the
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electron

HSOI = − 1

m2
ec

2

1

r

∂V (~r)

∂r

(
~l · ~s
)

(3.10)

In the correct quantum mechanical derivation, The spin orbit interaction is derived

from the Dirac equation, which is the relativistic form of the Schrödinger equation

[
c~α~p+ βmec

2 + V (~r)
]
|Ψ〉 = E|Ψ〉 (3.11)

with ~α given by the Pauli spin matrices ~σ = (σx, σy, σz) and β given by the (2× 2) unity

matrix 1

~α =

(
0 ~σ

~σ 0

)
; β =

(
1 0

0 −1

)
(3.12)

so |Ψ〉 = (|ΨA〉, |ΨB〉) itself is a four component Dirac-spinor. With this, the Dirac equation

can be divided into two equations

c~σ~p|ΨB〉 =
(
E −mec

2 − V (~r)
)
|ΨA〉 (3.13)

c~σ~p|ΨA〉 =
(
E +mec

2 − V (~r)
)
|ΨB〉 (3.14)

|ΨB〉 = c~σ~p
E+mec2−V (~r)

|ΨA〉 can be eliminated and in a non-relativistic approximation includ-

ing terms of the order of (v
2

c2
) [52] one obtains the nonrelativistic Dirac equation[

mec
2 +

~p 2

2me

− ~p 4

8m3
ec

2
− V (~r)− ~2

8m2
ec

2
∆V (~r)− ~

4m2
ec

2

(
~∇V (~r)× ~p

)
~σ

]
|ΨA〉 = E|ΨA〉

(3.15)

The last term describes the the spin orbit interaction and with ~s = ~
2
~σ it can, similar to

Eq. 3.10, be written as

HSOI = − 1

2me2
ec

2

1

r

∂V (~r)

∂r

(
~l · ~s
)

(3.16)

The missing factor 1
2
in the classical spin-orbit interaction given by Eq. 3.10 is a result

of the fact, that the rest frame of the electron is not an inertial frame, and the Lorentz

transformation requires inertial systems. For bound electrons the potential gradient ∂V (~r)
∂r

is

determined by the core charge Z which means, that the strength of the spin-orbit coupling

becomes larger for heavy elements with increasing Z.
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Figure 3.4: E(k) dispersion of a free electron gas given by equation 3.4 without spin-orbit
interaction (a) and with Rashba spin-orbit interaction (b)

The Rashba e�ect in surface alloys

It is known from calculations that the surface states are mostly localized in topmost surface

layer they form a two dimensional electron gas which is free in x- and y-direction, but

con�ned in the z-direction perpendicular to the surface [21]. In a simple, non-magnetic

bulk system, the combination of inversion symmetry (E(~k, ↓) = E(−~k, ↓)) and time reversal
symmetry (E(~k, ↑) = E(−~k, ↓)) assures the degeneracy of the spins E(~k, ↓) = E(~k, ↑)
(Kramer's degeneracy), and only if one of the symmetries is broken, the spin degeneracy can

be lifted. Besides the breaking of time reversal symmetry by magnetic �elds, breaking of the

structural inversion symmetry can be observed, for example, at interfaces of semiconductor

heterostructures due to the asymmetric con�nement potential or at surfaces of metals.

Such a splitting has been �rst measured in GaAs-AlxGa1−xAs heterostructures [53, 54]

and has been theoretically described by Bychkov and Rashba as a result of spin-orbit

interaction [22].

The Rashba model can be deduced from the spin-orbit interaction term in Eq. 3.15

HSOI = − ~
4m2

ec
2

(
~∇V (~r)× ~p

)
~σ (3.17)

With only a potential gradient perpendicular to the surface ~∇V = ∂V (z)
∂z

~ez and the move-

ment of the electrons con�ned in a plane parallel to the surface ~p = ~~k‖ = ~ (kx, ky, 0) this

can be written as

HSOI = αR

(
~k‖ × ~ez

)
~σ (3.18)

with the Rashba parameter αR ∝ ∂V (z)
∂z

giving the strength of the spin-orbit interaction.
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Solving the Schrödinger equation including this spin-orbit interaction term leads to the

energy dispersion

E(k‖) =
~2k2

‖

2m∗
± αRk‖ =

~2

2m∗
(k‖ ± kR)2 − ER (3.19)

with the electron e�ective mass m∗, the momentum splitting kR = αR
m∗

~2 and the corre-

sponding Rashba energy ER =
~2k2

R

2m∗
. In real systems, there will be an additional energy

shift E0 not included in Eq. 3.19, which gives the position of the band onset relative to

the Fermi energy normally used as reference energy. The dispersion relation E(k‖) is il-

lustrated in Fig. 3.4 a) for αR = 0 (no spin-orbit interaction) and b) for αR > 0. For the

latter case, Eq. 3.19 describes two parabolas which are shifted in k-direction away from

k = 0 by ±kR, which lifts the degeneracy of the states with di�erent eigenvalues of ~σ. The

parabolas have to cross a the Γ point (k‖ = 0) since at this point the degeneracy cannot

be lifted by inversion symmetry.

The �rst observation of the Rashba spin-orbit interaction on metal surfaces was on

Au(111) [55], but a much larger splitting was found for the surface alloys Bi/Ag(111) (kR =

0.13Å−1) [21] and Pb/Ag(111) (kR = 0.03Å−1) [27]. An overview of the characteristic

parameters αR, kR and ER for the di�erent surface alloys and noble metal (111) surfaces

can be found in [51]. The di�erence in the band structure of Bi/Ag(111) with the band

onset in the occupied states and Pb/Ag(111) where the band onset lies in the unocuppied

states can be explained by the additional valence electron of Bi (6s26p3) compared to Pb

(6s26p2) [27]. As the atomic number of Bi (Z = 83) and Pb (Z = 82) is very similar, the

di�erence in the Rashba splitting was attributed to the orbital character of the surface

state which is mostly spz but with a larger fraction of p(x,y) contribution for Bi/Ag(111)

than for Pb/Ag(111) [19]. An additional contribution is the larger outward relaxation of

Bi atoms compared to the Pb atoms.

The large size of the splitting was unexpected as the splitting in the Ag(111) and

Bi(111) surface states is much smaller. To account for the large splitting found in these

systems, besides the contribution of the atomic spin-orbit interaction and the potential

gradient ∂V
∂z

perpendicular to the surface plane [56], the model can be extended to include

in-plane potential gradients ∂V
∂r‖

resulting from in-plane inversion symmetry breaking [57].

The Rashba model has its limitations as it calculates the strength of the splitting as a

function of an e�ective potential gradient which the two dimensional electron gas sees, but

cannot give the origin of the splitting. For example, it was found for the surface alloys,

that the outward relaxation of the alloy atoms out of the substrate surface layer has a

great in�uence on the Rashba parameter αR and consequently on the splitting kR and the
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the energy dispersion (a) and the density of states (b) of a two
dimension electron gas with negative e�ective mass m∗ as found for the surface alloys. The
distribution and the density of states are illustrated without (blue) and with spin-orbit
interaction (red). In the latter case, the density of states has a di�erent behavior above
and below the crossing point of the bands at k = 0.

Rashba energy ER [51].

3.2.3 Electronic structure of surface alloys measured with STS

While the majority of the measurements of the electronic structure of the surface alloys were

performed using ARPES, a non-local technique but able to directly measure the energy

dispersion E(~k‖), local measurements using STS are rare. Such measurements which were

able to measure the e�ect of the splitting were performed on the surface alloys Bi/Ag(111)

and Pb/Ag(111) [27]. For a two dimensional electron gas, the energy dispersion and the

corresponding density of states (DOS) D(E), which is measured in STS experiments, are

illustrated in �gure 3.5 a) and b) respectively. In contrast to the case without spin-orbit

interaction, for which the band onset gives rise to a step in the DOS, with spin-orbit

interaction, the DOS can be divided on the into two energy regions 1 and 2

D(E) =


|m∗|
π~2

√
ER

E−E0
region I

|m∗|
π~2 = const. region II

(3.20)

with E0 as the energy of the band onset. In region I, between the band onset and the

crossing point of the parabolic bands, the DOS behaves similar to a one dimensional

electron gas with a van Hove singularity at the band onset. In contrast to that, the DOS
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in the region II has the form for a a normal two dimensional electron gas with a constant

DOS. In real STS measurements, the singularity will be smeared out into an asymmetric

peak due to �nite life time and experimental broadening e�ects like �nite temperature and

lock-in modulation amplitude, as it has been demonstrated in [27]. In addition, calculations

show that disorder scattering, for example at impurities, can also have a broadening e�ect

on electronic features in such two dimensional electron gases [58]. Nonetheless, such a

peak at a step edge is a signature of the Rashba splitting and the estimation of the size of

region I from the STS measurements can give a measure of the size of the splitting, which

can be compared to results from ARPES measurements.

In reference [59] the standing wave interference patterns of scattered electrons of the

two dimensional electron gas of Bi/Ag(111) was measured in dI/dV-maps for di�erent

bias voltages. From the di�erent standing wave patterns the respective wave vectors and

so the energy dispersion was deduced, but the information of the splitting is lost in the

interference as predicted by [56]. Standing wave patterns were only found in the energy

region II of the band structure, as back-scattering processes in region I would only be

possible in combination with a spin �ip.

3.2.4 Modifying the electronic structure in pseudobinary surface

alloys

The pure surface alloys Bi/Ag(111), Pb/Ag(111) and Sb/Ag(111) form an ideal basis

for pseudobinary alloys due to their similar geometric structure. All three alloys form the

same
√

3×
√

3R30◦ reconstruction with a periodicity of 5Å, and di�er only in the outward

relaxation of the alloy atoms out of the Ag(111) surface plane. Experimental measurements

as well as theoretical calculations for BixPb1−x/Ag(111) [19] and BixSb1−x/Ag(111) [20]

found a continuous evolution of the electronic structure based on the properties of the pure

surface alloys as given by Eq. 3.2. While for BixPb1−x/Ag(111) the interpolation follows

a linear evolution, BixSb1−x/Ag(111) shows a strong deviation from the linear behavior

especially for the energy o�set E0, similar to the bowing e�ect in semiconductor alloys.

With the di�erence in the valence electrons between Bi (or the isoelectric Sb) and Pb on the

one hand and the similar atomic number of Bi and Pb compared to lighter Sb on the other

hand, a combination of all three into a pseudotrinary surface alloy BixPbySb1−x−y/Ag(111)

allows a almost independent tuning of both the Fermi energy and the Rashba splitting

[20,60] within the boundaries set by the pure surface alloys.

Not surprisingly, the formation the
√

3×
√

3R30◦ reconstruction has been con�rmed for
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Figure 3.6: Illustration of Anderson localization. In case of an ordered system, the prob-
ability density of the wave function extends over the whole system and can be described
by a periodic Bloch wave. In the case of disorder, the wave function is localized and the
probability density drops exponentially to zero.

the mixed surface alloys by LEED measurements [19]. However, nothing more is known

of the topographic structure and distribution of the alloy atoms in the
√

3×
√

3R30◦

lattice. In the �rst principle calculations of the mixed surface alloys using coherent potential

approximation, local disorder is ignored and the relaxation of the alloy atoms is assumed

to be uniform and is interpolated between the pure surface alloys. But the broadening

of the bands found in the ARPES measurements is a similar indicator for local disorder

as the broadening found in core level XPS measurements (see section 3.1.2). I-V-LEED

measurements show a continuous evolution of the structure from one pure surface alloy to

the other but there is no comparison with structural models.

This continuous evolution of the of the chemical composition and electronic structure

similar to bulk alloys in combination with their localization in the topmost surface layer

as a two dimensional system accessible to STM makes these systems a unique opportunity

to study the electronic structure of disordered alloys on a local scale.

3.3 Anderson Localization

3.3.1 Basic principle of Anderson localization

The normal description of electronic states using in�nitely extended Bloch waves fails in

disordered media because the condition of translation invariance is broken. Instead, by
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using a simple s-wave tight binding model for non-interacting electrons of the form

H =
∑
i

εi|i〉〈i|+
∑
i,j

tij|i〉〈j| (3.21)

with the basis vectors |i〉 of the lattice structure, the on-site energy εi, and the the nearest

neighbor interaction energy tij. Disorder can be introduced with either the on-site energy

(with two discrete εi values for a binary alloy) or the interaction energy (for an amorphous

system). Calculating the eigenvectors |ψ〉 and eigenvalues of the stationary Schrödinger

equation H|ψ〉 = Eψ|ψ〉 for a de�ned system (given by |i〉, εi and tij) allows to calculate for
example the distribution of probability densities |〈ψ|i〉|2 on the lattice for a given disorder

structure. It has been demonstrated [3, 61], that the electronic wave function is localized,

meaning its propagation is limited to a certain area. The most prominent sign of this

localization is the exponential drop of the wave function amplitude with distance given

by [62]

|ψ(~r)| ∼ exp
[
−|~r − ~r0|

ξ

]
(3.22)

The decay parameter ξ is de�ned as the localization length. This e�ect of localization is

illustrated in Fig. 3.6.

In some numerical studies, the in�uence of di�erent boundary conditions (periodic and

antiperiodic) on the energy eigenvalues was used [61]. In case of localized states, the

di�erence ∆E in the energy eigenvalues of corresponding states for di�erent boundary

conditions should vanish, while for extended states energy di�erence should be of the size

of the energy spacing dE
dN

between di�erent states.

A third de�nition of localization is given by the participation ratio (Nα)−1 [61] with α

given by

α =

N∑
i=1

|ai|4

(
N∑
i=1

|ai|2)2

(3.23)

α will be minimal with value N−1 when the state is extended equally over all sites, and it

will reach its maximum value 1 if the wave function is localized at a single site.

The e�ect of the wave function localization is not limited to electron waves. Instead, it

is a general characteristic of waves and the localization of waves in disordered media has

been demonstrated for variety of both quantum mechanical and classical waves: light [7,8],

microwaves [6], matter waves [9�11], ultrasound [4,5] and even water waves [63].
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3.3.2 Metal-Insulator Transition

For electronic waves, a signature of localization can be found in transport measurements in

the form of an metal-insulator transition when the Fermi level crosses over from extended

into localized states. If there are no interactions of the electrons with other (quasi-) par-

ticles, the electrons in localized states do not contribute to the conductivity and a system

changes it behavior from conducting (metallic) to insulating if the Fermi energy transits

the mobility edge from extended states (which always contribute to the conductivity) to

the localized states [64].

However, in early measurements of this transition in silicon MOSFETs, there is a com-

peting in�uence of disorder and electron-correlation [12], and only recently it was possible

for crystalline phase-change materials as GeSbTe to attribute the transition purely to dis-

order [13].

3.4 Monte-Carlo Simulations for alloy structures

Monte-Carlo Simulations based on the Metropolis method came into use with the advent

of the �rst computers [65]. One example for an application of Monte-Carlo simulations

are interacting states in thermal equilibrium on regular lattices with normally two or three

dimensions (Ising lattice). This can be used to simulate ordering e�ects in alloys, especially

order-disorder transitions [66].

3.4.1 Markov Chains

The description of a system by its distribution ρ(~p, ~q) in the phase space with the Liouville

equation is for a many-body system often not possible due to the great number of degrees

of freedom. This can be simpli�ed by reducing the number of degrees of freedom and

neglecting e�ects on much smaller time- and length-scales. For example, if one is interested

in atom hopping in a alloy lattice, the vibrations of the atoms can be generalized as a

external heat bath. The evolution of the system can now be described by transitions from

one state Si into another state Sj. This is given by the master equation

dP (Si, t)

dt
= −

∑
j

WijP (Si, t) +
∑
j

WjiP (Sj, t) (3.24)
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with P (Si, t) as the probability that the system is at a certain time t in a certain state Si
and Wij as the transition probability from state Si to Sj. The �rst term on the right side

of Eq. 3.24 describes the probability, that the system is in the state Si and transfers to

any other state, while the second term describes the probability that the system transfers

from any arbitrary state into the state Si, thus forming probability loss and gain terms

respectively. In the case of equilibrium, forward and reverse transitions between all states

must be identical, a condition which is known as �detailed balance�

WijP (Si) = WjiP (Sj) (3.25)

The probability for the state Si is given by

P (Si, t) =
exp

[
−Ei
kBT

]
Z

(3.26)

One problem remains, as the partition function Z cannot be calculated normally due to the

great number of possible con�gurations (e.g. a system modeling a binary alloy with 1920

lattice sites and a ratio x = 0.33 as the one in Fig. 3.1 has v 10527 di�erent con�gurations),

the probabilities P (Si) are not known directly.

Monte-Carlo simulations circumvent this problem as they are based upon the generation

of Markov chains, a series of con�gurations k(s) of a system for which the probability

to generate a con�guration k(t+1) only depends on the directly preceding con�guration

k(t) (�rst order Markov chain). A con�guration represents one of the possible states

S1, S2, S3 . . . for the system, in the example of the alloy de�ned by the arrangement of

the alloy atoms in the lattice. When each state is generated from a preceding state in

a Markov chain, only the ratio of the probabilities Pj
Pi

is of importance and the partition

function can be eliminated, leaving the energy di�erence between the �nal con�guration

Sj and the initial con�guration Si

∆E = Ej − Ei (3.27)

as the relevant parameter. A possible transition rate that satis�es the condition of detailed

balance given by Eq. 3.25 is used in the Metropolis algorithm.
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3.4.2 Metropolis Algorithm

The Metropolis method can be used to simulate the distribution of the alloy atoms in

the mixed surface alloys. As the alloy atoms (Bi, Pb, Sb) sit on �xed lattice sites, their

interaction with the Ag atoms of the alloy layer and the substrate is independent of the

location and only gives an additive constant to the total energy. The interaction between

the Ag and the alloy atoms is important for the energy barrier that limits the alloy atom

exchange to a certain rate. However, Monte Carlo simulations have their own de�nition

of time (see below) so that such rates can be assumed to be one. In this regard, the Ag

atoms can be thought of as host matrix which will be ignored in the simulations.

The Metropolis method starts with a random con�guration k(s = 0) by assigning the

possible σi values to the lattice sites representing the possible states the lattice sites can

assume, e.g. σi = ±1 for the two di�erent types of atoms in a binary alloy. Since, in

this case, the number of the di�erent σi values is conserved, the desired ratio x = A
A+B

has to be taken into account for the random assignment. So the probability for σi = +1

corresponding to an atom A at site i is p = x and for σi = −1 (atom B at site i) the

probability is p = 1− x. In the next step, the exchange step, a random site i in the lattice

is chosen and, also randomly, a corresponding nearest neighbor site j. To create a new

con�guration k(s+ 1), the σi and σj values are exchanged with a probability given by the

Metropolis function

Wij = min

[
1, exp

[
−∆E

kBT

]]
(3.28)

The transition probability Wij is one if the energy Ej of the �nal con�guration is smaller

than Ei. If Ej is larger,Wij is given by the Boltzmann distribution. To see how to calculate

∆E, let us now assume an arbitrary but periodic lattice with N = NA + NB lattice sites

(no vacancies) and n nearest neighbors for each lattice site, where n is de�ned by the

dimensionality and the lattice type (e.g. n = 6 for a two dimensional hexagonal lattice

or n = 12 a three dimensional fcc lattice). Let us further assume that each lattice site

can assume two states σi = ±1 with no external interaction and only nearest neighbor

interaction between the lattice sites. The energy of the system is given by

E =
1

2

N∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Jσiσj (3.29)

Here J is the nearest neighbor interaction energy, with J = JAA, JBB, JAB for A-A pairs, B-

B pairs and A-B pairs respectively. As the simulations will be performed in the canonical
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ensemble with a constant number of atoms NA, NB = const. (and because of N = NA+NB

a constant number of n
2
·N neighbor pairs for a lattice with periodic boundary conditions),

the interaction energy J can be reduced to an e�ective pair interaction energy

∆J =
1

2
(JAA + JBB)− JAB (3.30)

With ni+ (ni−) the number of neighbor pairs with atoms of the same kind (di�erent kind)

in the con�guration Si, the energy can be simply expressed by

Ei = ∆J(ni+ − ni−) (3.31)

with Ei = 0 de�ned for a system with NA = NB and a totally random distribution. With

that we have the necessary parameter to calculate new con�gurations in the Markov chain.

N repetitions of the exchange step, after which each lattice site was on average chosen

once as the �rst exchange partner, are called one Monte-Carlo step (MCS), which is the

fundamental time unit of the Monte-Carlo simulation and is, in this way, independent of

the lattice size. After the simulation reached thermal equilibrium, the result has to be

averaged over a number of MCS to minimize the e�ect of thermal �uctuations. It might

be necessary to repeat the simulation several times with di�erent initial con�gurations to

minimize e�ects of the �nite size of the lattice.

Normally, Monte-Carlo simulations allow to predict statistical behavior of systems down

to a atomic scale for known interactions, but if this statistical behavior is known, for exam-

ple from atomically and chemically resolved STM measurements, Monte-Carlo simulations

can also work the other way around and give the opportunity to learn more about the

interaction energies.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Setup

A part of this project was the setup of a home-built ultra-high vacuum (UHV) system for

a variable temperature (VT) STM. This system was also used for testing components and

procedures for a new mK-STM system [67], especially the manipulator arm for the sample

preparation. For this purpose, many components are imitating those of the mK-STM as

close as possible, for example the cryostat with the STM support structure, or the use of

a combined ex-situ active and passive damping systems.

4.1 The Experimental Setup

4.1.1 The UHV-System

For surface sensitive techniques like STM, well de�ned, clean sample surfaces are neces-

sary as contaminations on the surface can distort such measurements or make them even

impossible. There are nowadays standard techniques established to create clean sample

surfaces (see section 4.2), but at ambient conditions, most surfaces do not stay clean for

very long. For an estimation, one can calculate the �ux F of molecules of an ideal gas with

pressure p and temperature T impinging on a surface. This is given by [68]

F =
p√

2πmkBT
(4.1)

The probability that such a molecule hitting the surface actually remains there and does

not �y away is given by the sticking coe�cient S. Assuming a sticking coe�cient S = 1,

a pressure of p = 1bar and room temperature, it takes approximately 3.5 · 10−10 s to cover

the surface with one molecule per nm2. This timescale can be increases by decreasing
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Figure 4.1: The time it takes to cover a clean surface with one molecule per nm2 as function
of the pressure p for T = 300K, molecule massm = 28u (N2) and sticking coe�cient S = 1.

the pressure and for p = 4 · 10−12 mbar, a timescale of one day is reached (see Fig. 4.1).

Normally, the sticking coe�cient is below 1 and from experience it is known, that sample

surfaces remain clean enough for days when kept in UHV with pressures ranging from 10−9

to 10−11 mbar.

For the construction of UHV systems, materials with a very low vapor pressure have to

be used to prevent outgassing even at low pressures in the UHV range. The UHV chamber

itself is made out of stainless steel. Further common materials are oxygen-free copper

for gaskets and parts which have to have a good thermal conductivity, molybdenum for

parts that need to resist high temperatures and PEEK (polyether ether ketone), a UHV

compatible plastic used for insulations and bearings of moving parts.

A CAD model of the UHV-system is displayed in Fig. 4.2 a). The UHV system consists

of three parts, the STM chamber with the cryostat and the STM unit (Fig. 4.2 b)), the

preparation chamber and a load-lock. The system is pumped by a sequential array of

pumps, starting with a diaphragm pump and a drag turbo pump to create a prevacuum

(not displayed in the CAD model), and as main turbo pumps one with magnetic bearings

for the preparation chamber and another drag turbo pump for the load-lock. In addition,

an ion pump and a titan sublimation pump are mounted on the STM chamber, allowing

to pump this section separately during sample preparation (preventing contamination of

the STM) or the whole system during measurements (when turbo pumps would induce too

much noise).
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Figure 4.2: CAD model of the experimental setup (without the mounting frame and damp-
ing stages). a) The UHV-system with its three parts: Preparation chamber (blue color
shades), STM chamber (green color shades) and loadlock (pink color shades). b) The
cryostat (without thermal shielding) with the STM unit.
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Figure 4.3: Temperature curve measured at the STM mounting plate for a temperature
setpoint of 99K. The temperature is varying in a range of ±5mK around the temperature
setpoint on timescale of minutes.

Cryostat

The home-built cryostat displayed in Fig. 4.2 b) is designed for the use of liquid helium

(LHe) and is supplied from a common LHe-dewar. The circulation is completely driven

by the pressure that builds up in the dewar by itself, and no pressured He gas supply

or additional pumps are necessary. The temperature of the cryostat at the cooling plate

depends on the helium �ow through the cryostat, which in turn is regulated by the pressure

in the dewar (which is usually kept at 0.5 bar) and a precision needle valve in the return

line. The temperature at the STM mounting plate is regulated by a PID controlled heater

element to keep a preset temperature. At a temperature in the range of 100K, the LHe

consumption is approximately 80 l per week (≈ 0.5 l/h), so extended measurements over a

time range of several days are possible.

Fig. 4.3 shows the temperature measured at the STM mounting plate over one hour.

As one can see there are irregular variations in the temperature of ±5mK around the

setpoint of 99K. Even though this seems to be a small value, it can be shown that it is

enough to have an e�ect on the STM measurements. As the STM unit casing is build

from copper, the e�ect of this variations can be estimated using the the thermal expansion

coe�cient of copper at 100K, αCu(100K) ≈ 1 · 10−5 K−1. For the variations of ±5mK

found for this system, a 10 cm long piece of copper would change its length by ±5 nm, a

measurable e�ect in STM.

One way to reduce the e�ect of such temperature variations would be to measure at

even lower temperatures. As it can be seen in Fig. 4.4, the thermal expansion coe�cient

of Cu decreases with temperature. At 4K, the thermal expansion coe�cient drops to

αCu(4K) ≈ 4 · 10−8 K−1, two orders of magnitude lower compared to the value at 100K,
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Figure 4.4: Thermal expansion coe�cient of copper αCu as function of temperature. Going
from room temperature to 100K αCu, drops only by a factor of 1.6, but from 100K to 4K,
it drops by over two orders of magnitude.

but a completely new cryostat design is necessary to reach these temperatures.

STM unit

The STM unit illustrated in Fig. 4.5 a) was already described in detail elsewhere [67]. Its

conical shape is the result of an optimization of the tip-sample distance response to outside

disturbances using a one dimensional model with springs and rigid masses to represent the

STM [69]. For the coarse approach a commercial piezo step motor (attocube) is used (see

Fig. 4.5 b). Both tip and sample can be transferred in-situ to the STM. At 100K the

available scan area is approximately 900× 900nm with a z-range of 190 nm.

As there is no visual access into the STM for the coarse approach, the capacitive

coupling between tip and sample is measured using a lock-in ampli�er. Once known, the

coupling signals for the position of a fully retracted tip and the position from which the

slower automated approach can be started are highly reproducible. Only in the case of a

tip exchange, the positions have to be calibrated again by an automated approach over a

longer distance.

Preparation chamber

The preparation chamber can be separated from STM chamber via a gate valve to prevent

contamination of the STM and the ion pump during sample preparation. This is partic-

ularly necessary when the STM is cooled down and would act similar to a cryo pump.

Relatively high pressures (up to 1 · 10−6 mbar) can occur during the degasing of samples

newly introduced into the UHV, or during sputtering.
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Figure 4.5: a) Design of the full STM head including the guiding cone for the tip/sample
transfer mechanism. b) Interior of the STM with the attocube coarse approach motor
and the scan piezo with the tip. Photograph of the parts illustrated in b) (reproduced
from [67]).
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Figure 4.6: a) Design of the complete sample holder. The sample crystal sits on top of an
electron collector and is clamped by the two thermocouple half discs. They are electrically
isolated from sample holder body by an Al2O3 plate. (reproduced from [67]).

For sample preparation, a sputter gun and a commercial triple e-beam evaporator

(Omicron) are mounted on the cluster �ange at the bottom of the preparation chamber.

Each of the three evaporator cells can be used independently and is equipped with its

own ion �ux monitor at the opening of the cell. This gives a reproducible although not

calibrated measure for the evaporation rate and the �ux monitor has to be calibrated

individually for each new evaporant. The special design of the evaporator shutter allows to

evaporate from individual cells or a combination of cells regardless of other cells that might

be running. This allows for example to evaporate from two cells sequentially without time

delay in between.

For sample heating, the manipulator arm is equipped with an electron beam heater,

directly heating the sample crystal via the electron beam collector of the sample holder (see

Fig. 4.6). The sample is clamped to the sample holder body by two half discs made from

Pt and Pt0.9Rh0.1 respectively. Together with the sample crystal, the half plates form a

type S thermocouple (one can assume that there is no temperature gradient in the sample

crystal, so it does not give any contribution to the thermovoltage), allowing a direct and

secure measurement of the sample temperature. The �lament for the electron emission is

mobile and can be removed from the UHV-chamber for repairs via the load-lock using the

same transfer system as for the sample and tip.

With liquid nitrogen cooling of the manipulator arm head, sample preparation temper-

atures up to 1500◦C for a short time (�ashing) or up to 800◦C for an extended time were

tested. The sample temperatures are limited due to the melting point of Pt (1768◦C) and

the fact that Rh starts to segregate out of the Pt at temperatures in the range of 800◦C

to 1200◦C [70].
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4.1.2 Vibration Damping

STM measurements are very sensitive to vibrations that can induce oscillations of the tip

and sample relative to each other. Sources of such vibrations can be pumps, ventilation

systems or building vibration in general. To reduce such oscillations, the respective sources

have to be switched o�, or since this is not always possible as in the case of building

vibrations, the STM has to be decoupled from its surroundings. This can be achieved in-

situ by decoupling the STM head from the rest of the UHV system via springs and by using

eddy-current damping or via a newly developed UHV-compatible active damping system

in form of a Gough-Stewart platform [71]. To keep a close compatibility to the mK-STM,

for which neither solution is applicable, an alternative with ex-situ damping stages is used.

For this, the whole UHV chamber is decoupled from the �oor. A combination of an actively

controlled damping stage and a passive pneumatic damping stage generally brings the best

results. Such a two stage damping system has been used for this system and the setup is

illustrated in Fig. 4.7. As there is no damping state inside the UHV system, any noise

source that has direct contact with the UHV chamber like turbopumps has to be identi�ed

and switched o� during measurements.

Fig. 4.8 shows oscillation spectra measured at the STM �ange as accelerations. For

these measurements, as for the STM measurements, the turbopumps were switched o�

completely. Fig. 4.8 a) and b) show, how the active damping stage and the combination of

active and passive damping stage can reduce the oscillation, especially in the low frequency

range. The active dampers alone induce some noise in the frequency range from approxi-

mately 720Hz to 850Hz, but this is compensated by the passive dampers. A feature that

remains in the oscillation spectra even in the fully damped case is a prominent peak at

100Hz. The ion pump was identi�ed as the source of this oscillation. The peak amplitude

correlates with the high voltage applied to the ion pump as it can be seen in Fig. 4.8

d). Direct measurements of the dc high voltage signal of the commercial power supply

revealed a ac modulation with a frequency of 100Hz. The resulting mechanical oscillations

are probably induced by electrostatic interactions between the freely hanging high voltage

conducting line and the grounded pump casing. To eliminate this noise source, a homebuild

high voltage power supply was used during measurements. As this power supply lacked

a protection mode that prevents the ion pump from operating at too high pressures, the

original power supply was still used during non-measurement times.
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Figure 4.7: CAD model of the di�erent damping stages of the measurement system: ac-
tive damping stage with active damping units (black) and optical table (red), the passive
damping stage with pneumatic passive damping units (blue) and mounting frame (green)
and the UHV chamber itself (light gray)
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Figure 4.8: a)-c) Oscillation spectra measured at the STM �ange to demonstrate the e�ect
of the damping stages. Graph b) shows the strong damping of low frequency oscillations
by the active damping stage. A striking feature is the remaining 100Hz peak for which the
ion pump was identi�ed as source. Graph c) shows the high frequency range, where the
active dampers actually induce some noise in the range from 720Hz to 850Hz. However,
this can be compensated by the passive dampers. Graph d) shows the 100Hz peak which
is induced by a ac modulation detected in the ion pump high voltage. This noise source
could be eliminated by using a homebuild high voltage power supply
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4.2 Sample and Tip Preparation

4.2.1 Preparation of Metal Substrates

Ag(111)

As sample substrate, commercial single crystals with a (111) surfaces were used. The

cleaning procedures for such single crystal surfaces in UHV are well established [72]. For

Ag(111), the surface is cleaned in UHV by repeated cycles of sputtering and annealing.

The surface is �rst sputtered at room temperature with Ar+-ions at a pressure of 1 · 10−6

with an energy of 1 keV resulting in an ion �ux of 7.5 µA
cm2 on the sample surface. For the

�nal cycle, the Ar+-ion energy was reduced to 600 eV resulting in a �ux of 4.0 µA
cm2 . After

sputtering, the sample was annealed at 500◦C for 10min.

Ag thin �lm on Pt(111)

Compared to surfaces of noble metals like Ag with their completely �lled d-band, the

Pt(111) surface is more reactive and cleaning it is more di�cult and laborious. Similar

to the Ag(111) surface, the Pt(111) surface was cleaned by repeated cycles of sputtering

and annealing. While the same parameters for the sputtering were used, for the annealing

temperatures from 600◦C to 800◦C were used. In addition, the sample was �ashed (this

means heated for few seconds) during the annealing several times at temperatures ranging

from 1000◦C to 1500◦C.

Ag was subsequently evaporated at room temperature on the cleaned Pt(111) surface.

To form a Ag �lm, after the evaporation, the sample was annealed up to 200◦C. As there

is no additional experimental method on the UHV system like a micro balance to calibrate

the evaporators, STM measurements of a sub-monolayer preparation were used for a rough

calibration.

4.2.2 Preparation of the Surface Alloys

The surface alloys were prepared by evaporating Bi, Pb or Sb from the tripple e-beam

evaporator at a sample temperature of 300◦C. For the evaporation of Sb on Ag(111), the

high voltage applied to the crucible of the evaporator was usually well below 370V, so it

can be assumed that there is fcc top layer stacking and no Sb implantation into subsurface

layers [51]. For the evaporator calibration, evaporation time and ion �ux were varied until
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the surface alloy with its 1/3 monolayer coverage was found as prevailing phase in STM

measurements.

4.2.3 Tip Preparation

For the STM measurements, tips made from tungsten wire were used. Sharp W tips with a

hyperbolic cone shape can be made by electrochemical etching in NaOH solution [73]. For

the etching process, NaOH solution with a molar concentration of 1mol/l (4 g of NaOH in

100ml water) was used. To remove contaminations on the tip surface like tungsten oxide,

the tip is treated in-situ by �eld emission. Finally, during STM measurements, the tip was

further treated by tip dips and voltage pulses.

4.3 Outlook

The use of almost identical components for this system and the related mK-STM system,

especially the identical STM unit and sample transfer allows extensive testing of advanced

and newly developed components without time consuming disruptions of the mK-STM

operations. One such advancement would be an additional coarse motor for horizontal

movement in at least one direction, giving access to larger parts of the sample. Also,

sample preparation procedures can be tested relatively quickly for variety of parameters as

sample transfer, thermalization and tip approach take far less time then in the mK-STM

system.

In addition to the testing purposes, this VT-STM system is in itself usable for perform-

ing studies of the topographic and electronic properties of surfaces as it is demonstrated

in the following chapters.

The main problem of the system remains the drift due to small temperature variations

at the STM base plate. The best solution for this problem would be a cryostat with

a lower operation temperature, which would decrease the thermal expansion coe�cients

drastically. A �ow cryostat with a small helium reservoir at the cold plate has been

designed, and �rst test demonstrated that a base temperature of 4.2K can be reached with

this design. In addition, the new design is compatible with the Gough-Steward platform,

allowing an additional damping stage to reduce noise from the cryostat [71]. However, this

cryostat has not yet been tested for operations with low helium �ow, which is necessary

for experiments over an extended time scale.
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Surface Alloy Growth

While di�erent aspects of the growth of Bi on Ag(111) [49, 74] and Pb on Ag(111) [50]

have been studied with scanning tunneling microscopy, there are no local probe measure-

ments of Sb on Ag(111) or any mixed surface alloy. The regular structure structure of

Sb/Ag(111) has been determined by non-local techniques like IV-LEED [51, 75] and the

comparison with theoretical models, but this is not possible for the disordered mixed sur-

face alloys. Without any experimental data of the local structure, theoretical calculations

of the electronic structure of the mixed surface alloys [19,60] relied on mean-�eld theories

like the coherent potential approximation [2] using an e�ective medium. Surface alloys

with di�erent coverages below 1/3ML and their dealloying behavior for higher coverages

have been studied on a local scale for Pb/Ag(111) [50] as well as Bi/Ag(111) [49], so the

focus of this chapter lies on the 1/3ML phase, which is of the most interest due to its

peculiar electronic structure which will be discussed in chapter 6.

5.1 Growth of the pure surface alloy Sb/Ag(111)

Similar to Bi/Ag(111) and Pb/Ag(111), for Sb/Ag(111) a
√

3×
√

3R30◦ reconstruction

was predicted by �rst-principle calculations [76] and found in LEED measurements [75].

Fig. 5.1 a) shows a topographic image of the pure surface alloy Sb/Ag(111) with its√
3×
√

3R30◦ reconstruction. Like in the case of Bi/Ag(111) and Pb/Ag(111), the protru-

sions forming a hexagonal structure represent the outwards relaxed Sb atoms. The surface

alloy covers the terraces completely and in contrast to Bi/Ag(111) and Pb/Ag(111), no

monolayer phase was found for sample preparations at 300◦C even for larger amounts of

Sb (up to 4/3ML).
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Chapter 5. Surface Alloy Growth

Figure 5.1: a) 20× 20nm topographic image of Sb/Ag(111) measured at 5mV, 5.0 nA. b)
The same image, overlaid with alloy structure determined from the topographic structure.
Red dots mark the positions of Sb atoms, blue dots mark positions of vacancies. c) Height
distribution of the marked locations in b). The dashed line marks the separation between
the substitutional Sb atoms and the vacancies.

Some of the substitutional lattice positions show a considerably lower height. Using

an automated algorithm to locate and analyze the substitutional lattice positions (see

appendix A), these points can be identi�ed (marked as blue lattice points in Fig. 5.1 b)).

With the height distribution of the substitutional lattice sites, it can be demonstrated

that their height di�ers distinctively from the substitutional Sb atoms (Fig. 5.1 c). Two

distribution of atom heights can be distinguished in the histogram and both can be �tted

with a gaussian distribution. The smaller gaussian distribution represents approximately

2% of the lattice sites.

It appears that the substrate atom has not been not replaced by an substitutional atom

at these points. As there is an atom missing in the substitutional lattice, these points will

be called vacancies. The average height di�erence between the Sb atoms and the vacancies

was found to be 15±1 pm. This is somewhat larger than the relaxation of 10±2 pm found

with IV-LEED measurements [51].

5.2 Mixed surface alloy growth

5.2.1 Topographic structure of BixPb1−x/Ag(111)

STM measurements on the mixed surface alloy BixPb1−x/Ag(111) were performed for dif-

ferent alloy ratios from the whole composition range x = 0 to 1. Images of the topography
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5.2. Mixed surface alloy growth

Figure 5.2: Topographic images of BixPb1−x/Ag(111) for di�erent alloy ratios x. All
topographies have a size of 20 × 20nm and were measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA. The insets
shows the height distributions of the alloy atoms. For the mixed surface alloys (x 6= 0, 1),
two gauss distributions of atom heights are found which can be attributed to the di�erent
components of the alloy. The number of higher atoms in the mixed alloys which are
attributed as Bi atoms increases with the proportion of Bi to Pb that was evaporated on
the surface. The exact alloy ratio x was calculated from the topographic data.
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Chapter 5. Surface Alloy Growth

for several di�erent ratios are displayed in Fig. 5.2. The surface alloy was found as a

continuous structure over hundreds of nm, with areas of the overlayer phase of di�erent

size at the step edge to the next lower terrace (see section 7.2.1). As for the pure surface

alloys only the outward relaxed alloy atoms, forming again the
√

3×
√

3R30◦ reconstruc-

tion with a distance of 5Å in between them, are resolved in the STM images. In the images

for all alloy ratios there are lattice sites where alloy atoms are missing (single vacancies)

or, more rarely, were one alloy atom sits at an shifted lattice position (triple vacancy, here

seen only in the topography for x=0). The triple vacancies are a good hint that these are

indeed vacancies and not some other sort of atom sitting at the respective lattice site, as

in this case the position of the substitutional atom is shifted compared to the surrounding

lattice. The relaxation of the substitutional atoms was again extracted from the mea-

surements using the depth of the vacancies. The apparent depth of these vacancies was

determined for the pure surface alloys with 43± 3 pm for Bi/Ag(111) (x=1) and 32± 8pm

for Pb/Ag(111) (x=0) with respect to the average height of the alloy atoms. This result

follows the trend of the relaxation determined in IV-LEED measurements (65± 10pm and

46± 6 pm, respectively) [51].

In contrast to the pure surface alloys, atoms with two di�erent apparent heights can be

distinguished in the topographies besides the vacancies. This is also clearly demonstrated in

the respective atom height histograms (insets in Fig. 5.2). Two gaussian distributions are

clearly separated, representing the two di�erent apparent heights visible in the topographic

images. As the ratio of the high to low atoms in the mixed surface alloy correlates with

the ratio of Bi to Pb that was evaporated on the surface, the high atoms are attributed

to Bi and the low atoms to Pb. This is further supported by the average height distance

between the high and low atoms, which was found to be 11 ± 3 pm, correlating with the

di�erence in relaxation measured for pure surface alloys.

In addition to the height di�erence of the alloy atoms, there is an additional faint

di�erence in the apparent height on a larger length scale visible in the image for x = 0.80.

This can also be seen in the wider height distribution found for this concentration and

indicates local variations in the electronic structure at the energy of 3meV, corresponding

to the voltage at which the image was measured. This variation of the electronic structure

will be further discussed in section 6.1.

To study the spatial distribution of the substitutional atoms in the alloy layer, one can

examine the short range ordering. From the topographic images in Fig. 5.2, one can clearly

see that the distribution of the Bi and Pb atoms in the
√

3×
√

3R30◦ lattice structure
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5.2. Mixed surface alloy growth

Figure 5.3: Order parameters from STM measurements for the �rst 11 neighbor orders for
di�erent global alloy ratios. All plots show a small short range ordering for the nearest
neighbors, but drop quickly to zero for higher orders.
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Chapter 5. Surface Alloy Growth

Figure 5.4: a) Experimentally extracted nearest neighbor ratio in BixPb1−x/Ag(111) as
function of the global alloy concentration x. The solid lines are �tted curves using model
functions found in Monte-Carlo simulations.

shows no regular pattern (which would indicate long range ordering) but is inhomogeneous

and atoms of the same kind seem to form clusters. This is con�rmed by the order param-

eters αi displayed in Fig. 5.3 showing that the alloys are indeed not purely random. The

order parameters for the �rst few orders are positive and drop continuously to 0, indicating

that there is a weak short range ordering e�ect in form of a small decomposition (prefer-

ence of nearest neighbors of the same kind). This decomposition leads to the formation of

small clusters. The average concentration found in the nearest neighbors of either Bi atoms

or Pb atoms is plotted in Fig. 5.4 as a function of the global alloy concentration. The

splitting of the nearest neighbor concentration into two curves depending on the center

atom further illustrates the e�ect of the short range ordering.

5.2.2 Topographic structure of BixSb1−x/Ag(111)

The mixed surface alloy BixSb1−x/Ag(111) was also studied with STM for di�erent alloy

concentrations x, displayed in Fig. 5.5. As in the case of BixPb1−x/Ag(111), the two

di�erent substituents can be clearly distinguished in the STM topographies and the atom

height histograms. The average apparent height di�erence was found to be 47 ± 5 pm,

comparable with the height di�erence of 55± 10pm expected from the IV-LEED measure-

ments [51]. So, again the high atoms can be assumed to be Bi atoms, and lower ones to

be Sb atoms. The distribution of the substitutional atoms appears to be similar, again

a disordered structure with no long range ordering observable. However, there are also

di�erences between the two systems, as no vacancies are found even for high Bi concen-

trations. In addition it was possible to the change the alloy concentration by evaporating
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5.2. Mixed surface alloy growth

Figure 5.5: Topographic images of BixSb1−x/Ag(111) for di�erent alloy ratios x. All to-
pographies have a size of 20× 20nm and were measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA. The insets shows
the height distributions of the alloy atoms. As in the case of BixSb1−x/Ag(111) two gauss
distributions of atom heights are found which can be attributed to the di�erent components
of the alloy. The exact alloy ratio x was calculated from the topographic data.
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Chapter 5. Surface Alloy Growth

Figure 5.6: a) Experimentally extracted nearest neighbor ratio in BixSb1−x/Ag(111) as
function of the global alloy concentration x. The solid lines are �tted curves using model
functions found in Monte-Carlo simulations.

an additional amount of Sb on an surface alloy with 1/3ML coverage. The surface alloys

displayed in Fig. 5.5 were prepared by successive evaporation of additional Sb (each time

approximately 1/12ML) on a pure Bi/Ag(111) surface alloy at a sample temperature of

at 300◦C. For surface alloys with higher Sb concentration formed by this method, areas of

the pure Bi monolayer phase is found (see section 7.2.3).

As it was the case for BixPb1−x/Ag(111), the topographies of BixSb1−x/Ag(111) in Fig.

5.5 indicate a clustering of atoms of the same kind (positive short range ordering). This is

con�rmed by the nearest neighbor concentration displayed in Fig. 5.6, separately plotted

for nearest neighbors of Bi or Sb atoms.

5.3 Monte-Carlo Simulations

Monte-Carlo method can be used to simulate the distribution of the alloy atoms depending

on the temperature and the interaction energies between the di�erent components. The

simulations are implemented in a two dimensional hexagonal lattice corresponding 40 ×
40 atoms. Periodic boundary conditions are used for atoms at the edge of the lattice.

The components of the alloy will be distinguished as �high� atoms (bright lattice points,

corresponding to Bi) and �low� atoms (dark lattice points, corresponding to Pb and Sb).

In accordance with the experimental data, the concentration will be given as the fraction

of high atoms.

For the simulation the Metropolis algorithm with a positive e�ective pair interaction

energy ∆J (see Eq. 3.30) value will used to simulate a positive short range ordering (pref-
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5.3. Monte-Carlo Simulations

erence of nearest neighbors of the same kind), which is indicated in the STM measurements

especially for balanced alloy concentrations. As the freezing temperature for the movement

of the substitutional atoms in the widespread surface alloy is not known, the preparation

temperature of 300◦C is used in the simulations.

In the following analysis, only the nearest neighbor interaction will be studied further.

In principle, the energetics for such ordering can be calculated for a individual ratios using

the inverse Monte-Carlo Method [77] which has also been applied to STM measurements

[78]. Here instead, a combined analysis for the whole ratio range will be used, comparing

the behavior of the measured alloy structures with normal Monte-Carlo simulations.

5.3.1 MC simulation of the mixed surface alloy

Fig. 5.7 shows the result of such an Monte-Carlo simulation for an alloy structure with

a concentration of x = 0.5 and ∆J = 20meV. Starting from a random distribution as

displayed in Fig. 5.7 a), after 1000 MC steps (corresponding in this case to 1.6 · 106 tests

of the Metropolis condition Eq. 3.28 for individual lattice site pairs) an alloy structure

with a distinct clustering is formed in Fig. 5.7 b). The evolution of the nearest neighbor

concentration di�erence displayed in Fig. 5.7 c) shows the transition from the random

distribution with a concentration di�erence of 0 to the thermal equilibrium, for which

entropy and the nearest neighbor interaction cancel each other as driving forces. As there

are thermal �uctuations of the concentration di�erence, the results of several of the MC

Steps are used to determine an average value. To make sure that the system is in thermal

equilibrium (which can take more MC steps for higher ∆J , approximately 800 MC steps

for ∆J = 50meV), only the last 20% of the MC steps are used in the average, as marked

by the shaded area.

From Fig. 5.7 b) it is obviously the e�ective pair interaction ∆J in the simulation is

stronger than in the surface alloys displayed in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.5. However with a

somewhat higher ∆J the evolution of the nearest neighbor concentration can be better

illustrated. 5.7 d) shows simulation results of the nearest neighbor concentrations for

di�erent center atoms as function of the global concentration of high atoms. If the center

atom is a majority atom (Pb for x < 0.5 or Bi for x > 0.5), the nearest neighbor ratio can

be approximated by a linear function of the ratio, while for a minority atom it shows an

approximately parabolic behavior. This behavior can be plotted using only one parameter

δ, the di�erence in the nearest neighbor concentration at x = 0.5 as displayed in Fig. 5.7

d). The �t functions flin(x), fpara(x) (glin(x), gpara(x)) for a high (low) atom as center
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Chapter 5. Surface Alloy Growth

Figure 5.7: a) 40× 40 alloy structure with randomly distributed atoms for a concentration
x = 0.5. b) The alloy structure after 1000 MC steps with the structure displayed in a)
as starting points. As parameters for the Metropolis function 3.28 T = 573K and ∆J =
20meV were used. c) Evolution of the nearest neighbor concentration di�erence during
the Monte-Carlo simulation leading to the alloy structure displayed in b). d) Simulation
of the nearest neighbor concentrations as function of the global Bi concentration for the
same parameters as b). The di�erence δ gives the maximal concentration di�erence found
at x = 0.5, which is used for the comparison with the experimental data.
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5.3. Monte-Carlo Simulations

used in the �t for the linear and parabolic part respectively, can be found by stating the

following conditions:

fpara(0) = glin(0) = 0 (5.1)

flin(1) = gpara(1) = 1 (5.2)

flin(0.5) = fpara(0.5) = 0.5 + 0.5δ (5.3)

glin(0.5) = gpara(0.5) = 0.5− 0.5δ (5.4)

In addition, the functions should be continuously di�erentiable, especially at the transition

from linear to parabolic behavior, leading to the conditions for the �rst derivatives

f ′para(0.5) = f ′lin(0.5) (5.5)

g′para(0.5) = g′lin(0.5) (5.6)

With this there are enough conditions to de�ne the functions (two conditions for the linear

functions and three conditions for the parabolic functions), and they can be found as

flin(x) = (1− δ) · x+ δ for 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1 (5.7)

glin(x) = (1− δ) · x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 (5.8)

fpara(x) = −4δx2 + (1 + 3δ)x for 0 ≤ x ≤ 0.5 (5.9)

gpara(x) = 4δx2 + (1− 5δ)x+ δ for 0.5 ≤ x ≤ 1 (5.10)

These functions have been �tted to the simulated data in Fig. 5.7 d) and plotted as solid

lines.

5.3.2 Comparison with experimental data

With the single parameter model described by Eq. 5.7 to Eq. 5.10, a direct comparison

can be made between Monte-Carlo simulations and the experimental results can be made.

The single parameter model allows on the experimental side to include data with di�erent

concentration for the determination of δ while for the simulations the ∆J series has to be

calculated for only one concentration to determination of the e�ective pair interaction for

the two mixed surface alloys. Two series of Monte-Carlo simulations were performed for

an global alloy concentration x = 0.5 and ∆J in the range from 0�50meV and 0�10meV

respectively.
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Chapter 5. Surface Alloy Growth

Figure 5.8: Nearest neighbor concentration di�erence at x = 0.5 as function of the e�ective
pari interaction energy ∆J from a series of Monte-Carlo simulations. In the overview graph
a) the solid line is a guide to the eye. In the graph with higher resolution b), the solid line
represents the linear �t used for the comparison with the experimental data. The green
triangles represent the actual results found for the mixed surface alloys in the comparison.

Fig. 5.8 a) shows δ as a function of ∆J over the larger range from 0�50meV. For

each data point of this series, the results of 10 simulation with di�erent random starting

con�gurations were averaged. δ rises at �rst linearly but it saturates at approximately

δ=0.65. For the comparison with the experimental data a second series was calculated in

smaller energy range and higher resolution as displayed in Fig. 5.8 b). To reduce statistical

�uctuations further, in this series the results of 100 individual simulations with random

starting con�gurations were averaged for each data point. In this ∆J range, the resulting δ

curve shows an approximately linear behavior. A linear �t gives slope of 11.85±0.60 eV−1.

Fitting the model to the experimental data in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.6, a nearest neighbor

concentration di�erence δ = 0.078± 0.010 for BixPb1−x/Ag(111) and δ = 0.070± 0.007 for

BixSb1−x/Ag(111) was found. Comparing these results with the simulated δ curve gives

for BixPb1−x/Ag(111) an e�ective pair interaction energy ∆J = 6.6 ± 1.2meV, and for

BixSb1−x/Ag(111) ∆J = 5.9± 0.9meV.

5.4 Discussion

The di�erent height relaxation of the substitutional atoms Bi, Pb and Sb allows to clearly

identify them in the STM topographies of the mixed surface alloys BixPb1−x/Ag(111) and

BixSb1−x/Ag(111). In addition, even for the comparatively small relaxation of Sb, a dis-

tinction to vacancies in the substitutional lattice where the respective Ag atom was not

replaced by a substitutional atoms, is possible. This allows to measure an absolute value
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5.4. Discussion

Figure 5.9: a) Topographic image of Bi0.53Pb0.47/Ag(111) measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA. The
scan direction was upwards, with a tip change near the end of the scan. b) Line pro�le
marked by the blue line in the image a) after the tip change. c) Line pro�le marked by the
red line before the tip change.

of the relaxation even if the coverage with the surface alloys is complete and there is no

clean Ag(111) surface available for comarison. However, when comparing the relaxation of

the substitutional atoms determined from the STM topographies with IV-LEED measure-

ments, one has to keep the di�erences of the experimental methods in mind, which make a

direct quantitative comparison di�cult. In the STM measurements, there is the in�uence

of the tip as well as the electronic structure of the sample. Tip changes can change the

apparent height and measured height di�erence as illustrated in Fig. 5.9. While the tip re-

tains the atomic and chemical resolution, the height contrast between the Bi and Pb atoms

is reduced. Even though tips were treated to achieve a strong height contrast between the

di�erent substitutional atoms, a in�uence on the measurement by the tip resulting in a

smaller height di�erence cannot be excluded. Furthermore, while IV-LEED is a scattering

technique with which the center of the atoms are probed, in STM the surrounding electron

orbitals are probed, so that the radius of the atoms must be taken into account. Looking at

the empirical radius as compiled by Slater [79], one �nds that Pb has with 180 pm a larger

radius as Bi with 160 pm, which can be explained by the higher core charge of Bi. With

this estimation one can assume, that the larger atom radius of Pb partially compensates

the height di�erence. On the other hand, Sb (145 pm radius) is smaller than Bi, leading to

an overestimation of the height di�erence which might be compensated by the tip in�uence

discussed above. On the other hand, with IV-LEED, the atomic structure is not measured

directly. Instead, di�erent model structures are used for simulations of the measured I-V

curves with the goal to reproduce the measurements as close as possible.
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Still, �nding the same trend for the relaxations in the STM measurements and the

IV-LEED simulations further supports the models used in these simulations and the result

of an increase of the Rashba splitting with increased relaxation [51]. The result stands in

contrast to theoretical calculations, which predict a higher relaxation for Pb compared to

Bi [60, 80]

Both mixed surface alloys show a very similar structure varying only in minor de-

tails as the nearest neighbor interaction energy, leading to a smaller clustering e�ect in

BixSb1−x/Ag(111). The absence of a dependence of the substitutional atom relaxation on

the concentration as well as the fact that the relaxation di�erences are comparable to what

is expected from the IV-LEED measurements of the pure surface alloys [51] indicates that

there is no in�uence on the relaxation by di�erent neighbor in the substitutional lattice.

The di�erent growth behavior of BixSb1−x/Ag(111)with the substitution of Bi by Sb indi-

cates that Sb is preferred to Bi as substitutional atoms, while such a di�erentiation was

not observed for Bi and Pb.

The presence of vacancies in most of the surface alloys can be attributed to the higher

sample temperature used for the preparation. In studies of the Pb/Ag(111) with a com-

parable preparation temperature (annealing at 250◦C after the deposition [50]), similar

defects can be found, while in other works with lower preparation temperatures (below

200◦C [27, 59]), these vacancies do not seem to appear. At high enough temperatures,

the substitutional atoms seem to desorb again and when no further atoms are adsorbed

on the surface either during sample cooldown after evaporation or during post-annealing,

vacancies are formed. Even in the presence of an excess of substitutional atoms in form

of a nearby monolayer phase, these vacancies are found. This indicates that the mobility

of Bi and Pb in the widespread surface alloys is not high enough to �ll these vacancies

even though they are mobile at low concentrations (�1/3ML) indicated by the formation

of cluster at room temperature for Pb/Ag(111) [50]). A possible explanation for this is

the fact that a substitutional atom moving from one substitutional lattice site to another

with a vacancy has to exchange its place twice with an Ag atom, the �rst sitting at an

o�-lattice site. In the presence of large atoms (Bi, Pb) at surrounding lattice sites, the

o�-lattice site is unfavorable, decreasing the chance for an exchange. In the presence of

Sb atoms which are even smaller than Ag, the o�-lattice sites might not be so unfavorable

(even though the substitutional lattice sites are obviously still preferred) and movement

of the substitutional atoms has a higher probability. This would explain the absence of

vacancies in the case of BixSb1−x/Ag(111), where excess of Bi is present in the form of the
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monolayer phase. In the case of pure Sb/Ag(111) no excess atoms are available at these

high preparation temperatures and so the vacancies formed after the evaporation cannot

be �lled. The absence of excess atoms in form of a monolayer phase for Sb/Ag(111) is in

agreement with LEED and Auger measurements [81], which found a coverage saturation

of 0.6 atomic layer (corresponding to 1/3ML on the Ag(111) surface) and a
√

3×
√

3R30◦

reconstruction when grown at 275◦C.

For the nearest neighbor concentration di�erence displayed in Fig. 5.8 a), one could

assume, that an increase in the e�ective pair interaction energy ∆J leads to a stronger

decomposition of the alloy components until a complete separation with δ ≈ 1 is reached

(due to the interface between the two components δ = 1 can only be reached for in in�nite

system when the interface becomes insigni�cant compared to the volume). However as

the two components become more and more separated, the distance between areas of the

same component become too large and the thermal �uctuations do not su�ce anymore to

combine these separated areas in a �nite time. Only higher temperatures (and consequently

stronger thermal �uctuations) would lead to a further separation.

As the
√

3×
√

3R30◦ alloy lattice is embedded into the Ag host lattice, a nearest

neighbor interaction between substitutional atoms is actually a next nearest neighbor in-

teraction. Similarly, the next nearest neighbor interaction of the substitutional atoms is

actually a �fth order neighbor interaction. So it is not surprising that the short range order

parameters drop quickly to zero for higher orders. The nearest neighbor interaction energy

for the substitutional lattice is comparable to the next nearest neighbor interaction energy

found for the binary surface alloy AuxPt1−x/Pt(111) [82], which shows a similar behavior

as the mixed surface alloys examined here. Especially the nearest neighbor ratio for this

system behaves as described approximately by Eq. 5.7 to 5.10.

5.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the �rst measurements of the local structure of the mixed surface alloys

BixPb1−x/Ag(111) and BixSb1−x/Ag(111) were presented. In addition to the atomic res-

olution of the substitutional atoms, also chemical resolution was possible, allowing to dis-

tinguish the di�erent substitutional elements in the alloy. This chemical resolution allowed

to study the distribution of the substitutional atoms. A small clustering e�ect was found,

indicating an attractive interaction between substitutional atoms of the same kind. Com-

paring the experimentally found distribution of the substitutional atoms with Monte-Carlo
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simulations, it was possible to determine the strength of e�ective pair interaction.

Even though both BixPb1−x/Ag(111) and BixSb1−x/Ag(111) have a similar topographic

structure, di�erences in the growth behavior was found. Theoretical studies of the growth

dynamics of these and similar systems might give further insight into these di�erences.

Based on the �ndings here, one can expect that it is possible to distinguish the substi-

tutional atoms in the related surface alloy PbxSb1−x/Ag(111) and especially in the highly

interesting ternary surface BixPbySb1−x−y/Ag(111) [20, 60]. The almost identical topo-

graphic structure of these systems in combination with the di�erent electronic properties

found for the pure surface alloys makes them ideal systems for the study of electronic

properties of disordered structures, such as Anderson localization. Variations of the chem-

ical components of the surface alloy either by changing the concentration x or completely

exchanging one element of another without general changes in the topographic structure

opens the way for experimental studies of the in�uence of di�erent parameters such as

disorder potential or Rashba splitting on the Anderson localization of electronic waves.
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Anderson Localization in the mixed

surface alloys

6.1 Electronic structure of BixPb1−x/Ag(111)

6.1.1 STS measurements on Pb/Ag(111), Bi/Ag(111) and

Sb/Ag(111)

DFT calculations predict a total of four states mostly localized in the surface layer of

Bi/Ag(111) which are so shifted to higher energies in Pb/Ag(111) [80]. They are labeled

by their predominant character (with increasing energy) as spz, pxy (mj = 1/2), pxy (mj =

3/2) and pz. In STS measurements of Pb/Ag(111) and Bi/Ag(111), all four states can be

identi�ed (see Fig. 6.1). As illustrated, these two spectra de�ne the energy range through

which the states of BixPb1−x/Ag(111) shift with changing ratio x. When shifting to higher

energies, the peaks become weaker and it is more di�cult to measure them with STS. This

can be explained that for higher energies, the projected band gap closes and the states

interact with bulk bands. The increasing in�uence of these bulk bands can be seen in the

background signal of the dI/dV-spectra, which becomes stronger for larger voltages (see

e.g. Fig. 6.1).

Also for Sb/Ag(111) the STS spectra are in agreement with the DFT calculations [83].

The onset of the spz state was found at −0.35 eV at somewhat larger energies than −0.27 eV

determined from ARPES measurements [83]. The predicted splitting of the p(x,y)-band into

mj = 1/2 and mj = 3/2 states could not be resolved for the pure surface alloy. However,

following the DFT calculations, the energy of the mj = 1/2 state should be approximately
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Chapter 6. Anderson Localization in the mixed surface alloys

Figure 6.1: STS spectra of the pure surface alloys Pb/Ag(111) and Bi/Ag(111). All four
states predicted by DFT calculations can be seen. In addition, the energy range through
which the states of BixPb1−x/Ag(111) shift with changing ratio x are marked. [80].

Figure 6.2: STS spectrum of the pure surface alloys Sb/Ag(111). In the case of the
pure surface alloy it was not possible to resolve the di�erent p(x,y) states as predicted by
theoretical calculations.
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6.1. Electronic structure of BixPb1−x/Ag(111)

state Bi/Ag(111) Pb/Ag(111) Sb/Ag(111)
spz -0.13 eV 0.71 eV -0.35 eV

mj = 1/2 0.68 eV 1.56 eV 0.67 eV*
mj = 3/2 1.07 eV 1.85 eV 0.91 eV*

pz 1.41 eV 2.16 eV n/a

Table 6.1: Band onsets of the pure surface alloys as determined from the STS measurements
except for the marked values (*), which could not be resolved separately be and for which
values from DFT calculations are given.

0.67 eV and 0.91 eV for the mj = 3/2 state, both energies lying well inside the single peak

seen in the STS spectrum. For Sb/Ag(111) no pz-peak could be observed up to an energy

of 2.0 eV. As the shift of the onset energies from Sb/Ag(111) to Bi/Ag(111) is very small

and the evolution of at least the spz-band in BixSb1−x/Ag(111) from x = 0 to 1 is known

to have a parabolic instead of a monotone character [20], it is not possible to discern the

respective energy range from the STS spectra of the pure surface alloys as it was done for

BixPb1−x/Ag(111).

An overview of the band onsets for the three pure surface alloys is given in table 6.1.

6.1.2 Local STS measurements on BixPb1−x/Ag(111)

An example STS spectrum measured at di�erent locations of a Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111) mixed

surface alloy is shown in Fig. 6.1. Again four peaks representing the four states can be

seen in energy regions limited by the peaks seen in the STS spectra of Bi/Ag(111) and

Pb/Ag(111) 6.1. A striking feature of the STS spectra is the fact that for all four states

there is a similar energy shift. From ARPES measurements it is known, that there is

a band shift with changing global concentration [19], so variations in the alloy structure

might change the electronic structure on a local scale. Assuming that the electrons only

see a limited area of the alloy, one can calculate an e�ective alloy concentration that the

electron sees and that de�nes the shift of the band onset. As an example, the inset in Fig.

6.3 b) shows the e�ective alloy concentration as a function of the e�ective radius re� for

an alloy in�uence dropping exponentially with the distance, de�ned as

x(~r) = C ·
∑
i

exp
[
−|~r − ~ri|

re�

]
· xi (6.1)
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Chapter 6. Anderson Localization in the mixed surface alloys

Figure 6.3: a) STM image of Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111) measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA. b) STS spectra
for di�erent locations as marked in a). For the STS measurements, the tip was stabilized
at −1.0V, 1.0 nA. The shifting features visible in the spectra (marked with arrows in the
respective color) represent surface states with di�erent orbital character. The dashed lines
mark the voltages at which the dI/dV-maps 6.8 b)�d) were measured. The inset shows the
evolution of the local concentration at the marked locations as function of e�ective alloy
radius for exponentially localized states.

Here, xi is 0 (1) for an Pb (Bi) atom at position ~ri, C is a normalization constant given

by C−1 =
∑
i

exp
[
− |~r−~ri|

re�

]
and the sum goes over all atoms. Comparing now the local

concentration curves with the energy shift, one can see, that there is a correlation, as for

a higher Bi concentration, the states shift to lower energy as expected from spectra of the

pure surface alloys. The same e�ect can be seen for other concentrations. In Fig. 6.4 a), the

energy of the four states are plotted as functions of the overall concentration. The variation

of state energy for measurements at di�erent locations on the same sample can be seen as

a vertical spreading of the data points. A continuous behavior of the state energies with

respect to the concentration can be seen when they are plotted as function of the e�ective

local concentration (Fig. 6.4 b)). Assuming an e�ective alloy radius which is independent

of the concentration, for each state the e�ective alloy radius was optimized so that the

data points follow a parabolic �t as close as possible, as such a parabolic dependence is in

principle possible (see [20]). The e�ective alloy radii for the individual states are 1.04 nm

for the spz-state, 0.96 nm for the mj = 1/2-state, 0.68 nm for the mj = 3/2-state and

0.88 nm for the pz-state.
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6.1. Electronic structure of BixPb1−x/Ag(111)

Figure 6.4: (a) Energies of the four states localized in the surface alloy layer as function of
the global alloy concentration. (b) The same plot as a function of an e�ective, local alloy
concentration seen by exponentially localized states. Assuming an alloy radius independent
of the concentration, for each state an e�ective alloy radius was determined so that the
data points show an continuous shift from pure Pb/Ag(111) (x = 0) to pure Bi/Ag(111)
(x = 1) as best as possible.

6.1.3 Spatial Distribution of the Electronic Structure in

BixPb1−x/Ag(111)

To study the spatial distribution of the states in the disordered surface layer, dI/dV-maps

were measured for energies at the edges of the peaks generated by the singularities at the

band onset. The energy of 1.06 eV of the dI/dV-map displayed in Fig. 6.5 b) is marked

by the right dashed line in Fig. 6.3 b). The spatial variation in the intensity of the dI/dV

signal can be ascribed to an energy shift of the mj = 3/2 state: In areas with many

Pb atoms (darker atoms in the topography 6.5 a)) the intensity is lower (blue areas in

the dI/dV-map 6.5 b)) as the state shifts to higher energy towards the situation of pure

Pb/Ag(111) and less of it is seen by the dI/dV-signal. So the dI/dV-map gives a spatially

resolved measure of the energy shift of the states as seen in the STS spectra.

One can now again study the correlation between the energy shift and the local con-

centration. For this, local concentration maps (Fig. 6.5 c) to f)) have been calculated from

the topographic data for di�erent decay functions as plotted in Fig. 6.5 g). Each local

concentration map was calculated for an e�ective radius that gives the best quantitative

agreement with the dI/dV-map for the respective decay function. To make a quantita-

tive comparison of the dI/dV-map and the local concentration maps possible, they were

normalized. This means, that the data values were shifted so that their mean is at 0 and
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Figure 6.5: (a) Topographic structure of Bi0.8Pb0.2/Ag(111) measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA. b)
Corresponding dI/dV-map measured at 1.06V, 1.0 nA. The energy position at which the
dI/dV-map was measured is marked by the right dashed line at the mj = 3/2 state in Fig.
6.3 b). Red represents a higher intensity and blue a lower intensity of the dI/dV-signal.
For comparison, local concentration maps were calculated for di�erent decay functions: c)
exponential decay function, d) Lorentz function, e) Gauss function and f) step function.
g) The individual decay functions used to calculate the local concentration maps. The
distance at which the function drops by factor e−1 is de�ned as e�ective radius ee�. h)
Plot of the square error between the dI/dV-map and the local concentration maps (both
normalized for this calculation). The e�ective radii were chosen, so that the concentration
map shows the best quantitative agreement with the dI/dV-map for the respective decay
function. The solid lines are a guide to the eye.
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6.2. Electronic structure of BixSb1−x/Ag(111)

Figure 6.6: a) STM image of Bi0.39Sb0.61/Ag(111) measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA. b) STS spectra
for di�erent locations as marked in a). For the STS measurements, the tip was stabilized
at -1.0V, 1.0 nA. The shifting features visible in the spectra (marked with arrows in the
respective color) represent surface states with di�erent orbital character. The inset shows
the evolution of the local concentration at the marked locations as function of e�ective
alloy radius for exponentially localized states.

rescaled for a standard deviation of 1. The average square error gained from the compar-

ison of these normalized maps is plotted in Fig. 6.5 h). While all functions can roughly

reproduce the spatial structure of the dI/dV map, only the exponential decay function and

the Lorentz function reproduce the �ner details of the map, with the exponential function

resulting in a lower square error.

6.2 Electronic structure of BixSb1−x/Ag(111)

6.2.1 Local STS measurements on BixSb1−x/Ag(111)

Fig. 6.6 shows the result of local STS measurements on Bi0.39Sb0.61/Ag(111), with spectra

taken at a position of low, medium and high Bi concentration. The spectrum high Bi

concentration was measured before and after the measurement of the other two spectra to

rule out any changes of tip during the measurement. Two strong features in the unoccupied

states representing the p(x,y) band split into states with mj = 1/2 and mj = 3/2 character

are observable. No pz state can be seen at this concentration. As for BixPb1−x/Ag(111),

a correlation between the energy position of the bands and the local concentration can be

seen, with an shift of the states to higher energy for higher Bi concentrations. Even though
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Chapter 6. Anderson Localization in the mixed surface alloys

the positions for the spectra at high and medium Bi concentration are only a few lattice

constants away from each other, a clear di�erence in the respective spectra can be seen,

indicating a strong localization of the states.

6.3 Tight-Binding calculations

A possible explanation for these localized states is Anderson localization, which predicts

such exponentially localized states in disordered systems. As the atomic structure of the

disordered mixed surface alloy is fully known from the topography measurements and the

ordered substrate should not give any spatially varying contribution on the length scale

above the
√

3 ×
√

3 lattice constant, the measurements of the electronic structure can be

directly compared to calculations using the Anderson model. To keep the model as simple

as possible, it is limited to s-waves and e�ects like spin-orbit interaction are not included.

In addition, the Ag atoms were completely ignored in these calculations, as they do not

contribute to the disorder and their e�ect can be directly incorporated into the nearest

neighbor interaction energy tij. This reduces the number of parameters and the size of the

Hamilton matrix further, and the
√

3×
√

3 lattice can be used as the basis |ψ〉.

H =
∑
i

εi|i〉〈i|+ t
∑
i,j

|i〉〈j| (6.2)

Assuming a single nearest neighbor interaction parameter t independent of the combination

of neighbor atom types, allows to divide Eq. 6.2 by t and makes it e�ectively an one

parameter model, only depending on the the di�erence of the on-site potentials of the

di�erent atom types ∆ε, given in units of t. As basis |ψ〉 is given by the lattice, an arbitrary
alloy structure can be described by a corresponding vector ~a, with ai=1 if the ith lattice

point by one atom type (usually Bi) or ai=0 for the other atom type (Pb or Sb). This

allows to directly visualize the spatial distribution of the alloy structure and the resulting

eigenvectors |ψ〉 or probability densities |ψ|2 . A positive sign in front of the hopping term

leads to a negative e�ective electron mass and a downwards opened band structure so

that the energetically highest state is at the Γ-point. For a negative sign, this is reversed.

Periodic boundary conditions are applied to keep the general electronic properties at the

border of the lattice the same as in the inner area. The Hamilton matrix and the resulting

eigenvalues and eigenvectors are calculated with IGOR Pro and its build-in procedures

based on the LAPACK libraries [84] using double precision matrices.
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6.3. Tight-Binding calculations

6.3.1 Disorder localization on a local scale

The e�ect how the introduction of disorder changes the electronic structure in the Anderson

model 6.2 is illustrated in Fig. 6.7. The �gure shows a comparison of the probability density

|ψ|2 of the state at the Γ-point for an ordered and a disordered system with both the same

concentration and the parameters for the Anderson model. The concentration of x=0.9375

was chosen to allow a continuous translation invariance in the ordered case across the

periodic boundaries of the lattice structure. In the ordered case (Fig. 6.7 b)), one can see

how the state is extended uniformly over the whole lattice, only slightly modulated by the

presence of the minority atoms. A behavior like this can be seen e.g. in the surface state of

the reconstructed Au(111) surface. The herringbone reconstruction [85] forms a periodic

structure and local scanning tunneling spectroscopy measurements have shown variations

in the intensity at the band edge of the surface state depending on the spatial position,

but no energy shift. [86, 87]

In contrast to this, the same state for the disordered structure is strongly localized in

an area of a high concentration of impurities (Fig. 6.7 d)). Plotting the radially averaged

|ψ|2 as a function of distance from the lattice point ~r0 with the highest probability density

|ψ0|2 illustrates the exponential drop (see Fig. 6.7 e)). The localization length ξ can be

obtained by �tting the function

|ψ(~r)|2 = |ψ0|2exp
[
−|~r − ~r0|

ξ

]
(6.3)

Variations in the parameter ∆ε (given in units of t) do not change the general picture. In

the ordered alloy, this only changes the strength of the modulation due to the impurities,

while in the disordered case there is a variation in exponential decay length as seen in

Fig 6.7 e). The evolution of the exponential decay length as function of ∆ε in the case

of positive as well as negative t for disordered alloys is displayed in Fig. 6.7 f). For each

parameter set, the �rst state of 100 random alloy structures with the same concentration

was calculated and the resulting localization lengths were averaged. For both positive

and negative parameter t, the localization length follows a power law ξ ∝ ∆εν , with an

additional o�set in the case of negative t. In both cases the exponent ν was found to be

close to -1 with ν = −1.13 ± 0.01 for positive t and ν = −1.03 ± 0.01 for negative t. For

this concentration, the o�set for the case of negative t was found to be 1.09 ± 0.04nm

corresponding approximately to two lattice constants. The dashed lines mark the values

for which the localization length becomes larger than half of the system size or smaller
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Figure 6.7: a) 40×40 atoms structure for an ordered alloy with x=0.9375 corresponding to
100 atoms of the minority element. b) Probability density of the state at the Γ-point (k=0)
calculated for the ordered alloy structure in a) for ∆ε = 2.0. c) Alloy structure with the
same concentration as a), but with randomly distributed minority atoms. d) Probability
density calculated from the disordered alloy structure in c) for the same parameter as
b). In the probability density maps, black indicates a high probability. e) Plot of the
probability density as a function of the radial distance for di�erent ∆ε values and positive
t. The �t of an exponential decay function is used to determine the localization length ξ. f)
Localization length as a function of the tight-binding parameter ∆ε in the case of positive
and negative t for the disordered alloy. For the calculation of the localization length a
lattice constant of 0.5 nm is assumed.
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6.3. Tight-Binding calculations

then half the lattice constant, respectively. In the former case, the states can be viewed as

extended states, while in the latter they can be viewed as impurity localized states.

6.3.2 Comparison to experiment

To see, if the localized states measured in dI/dV-maps as Fig. 6.5 b) can be described by the

Anderson tight-binding model, a direct comparison between measurement and calculation

is necessary. Due to the limitation of the disordered alloy structure (and consequently

the con�nement of the electronic structure) to a two dimensional system in the topmost

layer, the surface alloys give the unique opportunity to do this using the topographic

and electronic data gained simultaneously from the STM measurements. Model alloy

structures deduced from STM topographies can be used in the calculations. Provided the

measurement resolution is good enough, it is possible with the automated data analysis

algorithm to generate the necessary structure data even for large measured alloy structures.

Structures up to approximately 7000 atoms, corresponding to a 40 × 40nm STM image

were generated this way and used in the calculations. Such alloy structures that include an

area larger than the measured dI/dV-maps were used to minimize the e�ect of the periodic

boundary conditions in the area of interest. In addition, the large structure results in a

higher density of eigenvalues and so a better representation of the electronic structure.

To simulate the experimental broadening, the resulting probability densities (depending

on the corresponding energy eigenvalue) are weighted with a Gauss function (de�ned by

the center energy Ecenter and the FWHM Ebroad) and then integrated.

Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111)

The on-site potential di�erence ∆εi of Bi and Pb are given by the band onsets of the pure

surface alloys Bi/Ag(111) and Pb/Ag(111) as displayed in Fig. 6.1 and is approximated

as ∆ε = 0.8. In principle, the nearest neighbor interaction energy tij can be estimated

from the band width. However, there is no experimental data for the band width of the

three upper bands and in the �rst principle calculations that show the full band width of

all bands at least for Bi/Ag(111) [80], the width of the lower band di�ers greatly from

the experimental data for Bi/Ag(111) [88] and Pb/Ag(111) [89] measured with ARPES.

Instead, for the comparison of experimental data and the calculations, tij was adapted to

reproduce the measured dI/dV-maps.

Fig. 6.8 displays several dI/dV-maps measured on Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111) at di�erent
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Figure 6.8: a) 40×40nm overview image of Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111) measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA.
The boxes mark the positions of the dI/dV-maps displayed in b)-d). b) dI/dV-map mea-
sured at 0.08 eV, 1.0 nA at the onset of the spz-band. c) dI/dV-map measured at -0.4 eV,
1.0 nA, deeper inside the spz-band. d) dI/dV-map measured at 1.06 eV, 1.0,nA, at the
onset of the mj = 3/2-band. e) Model alloy structure deduced from the topographic image
a). This structure was used in the tight-binding calculation to simulate the local densities
of states f)-h) which reproduce the measured dI/dV-maps. In all measured dI/dV- and
simulated local density maps, red indicates a high intensity and blue a low intensity.
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6.3. Tight-Binding calculations

dI/dV-map energy ∆ε t Ecenter Ebroad
0.08 eV 0.8 1.2 -0.22 0.12
-0.40 eV 0.8 1.2 -1.5 0.12
1.06 eV 0.8 -0.47 -0.18 0.12

Table 6.2: Parameters used in the calculation of the probability density maps in Fig. 6.8
f)-h).

energies corresponding to the band onsets of the spz- and mj = 3/2-band as well as states

deeper inside the spz-band. Due to the thermal drift, it was not possible to measure all

dI/dV-maps at the same location. However, the topographic structure measured simulta-

neously allowed to identify the location of the dI/dV-map in the overview image as marked

in Fig. 6.8 a). Both dI/dV-maps near the band onsets, Fig. 6.8 b) and d) show strong

variations in the intensity, forming clearly separated areas of high and low intensity. Ex-

cept for the inverted intensity, they show a similar spatial structure. This structure can be

correlated with the distribution of the di�erent substitutional atoms seen in the topogra-

phy of the surface alloy. In contrast to this, in the dI/dV-map further inside the spz-band

(Fig. 6.8 c)), this spatial structure is almost completely lost, and no correlation with the

alloy structure can be made. The simulated probability density maps near the band onsets

in Fig. 6.8 f) and h) can reproduce the general spatial features and for the dI/dV-map at

1.06 eV (mj = 3/2-band) an especially good agreement could be achieved in the simulation.

For the simulated probability density map inside the spz-band, an Ecenter was set to -1.5

which is approximately the same position in the simulated band as -0.40 eV in the measured

band. In table 6.2 the tight-binding parameter ∆ε and t as well as Ecenter and Ebroad for

the calculation of the local densities of state shown in Fig. 6.8 f)-h) are summarized. To

reproduce the electronic structure found in the dI/dV at 1.06 eV, a negative t parameter

was used, leading to an upwards opened band with a positive e�ective mass.

To determine a localization length ξ for this system, the three states nearest to the Γ-

point, which are the energetically highest (lowest) states for the spz-band (mj = 3/2-band)

are studied for each band. The probability density maps for these states are displayed in

Fig. 6.9. In addition, for each state the average of the probability density as function of the

distance from the lattice point with the highest value is plotted. By �tting an exponential

decay function to these plots, the localization length ξ was extracted. The localization

length for the spz-band is found to be somewhat smaller (localization length of the �rst

state ξ1st = 1.33± 0.04nm) than for the mj = 3/2-band (ξ1st = 1.58± 0.25nm).
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Figure 6.9: a)-c) The energetically highest three states (near the Γ-point) for the calculated
spz-band of Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111). Black indicates a high and white a low probability
density. d) Probability density plot as function of the radial distance from the point with
highest density for the states displayed in a)-c). The energetically lowest three states (near
the Γ-point) for the calculated mj = 3/2-band. h) Probability density plot as function of
the radial distance from the point with highest density for the states displayed in e)-g).
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Figure 6.10: a) 30×30nm overview image of Bi0.39Sb0.61/Ag(111) measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA.
The boxes mark the positions of the dI/dV-maps displayed in b) and c). b) dI/dV-map
measured at 0.73 eV, 1.0 nA at the onset of the mj = 1/2-band. c) dI/dV-map measured
at 1.20 eV, 1.0 nA, at the onset of the mj = 3/2-band. d) Model alloy structure deduced
from the topographic image a). This structure was used in the tight-binding calculation to
simulate the local densities of states e) and f) which reproduce the measured dI/dV-maps.
In all measured dI/dV- and simulated local density maps, red indicates a high intensity
and blue a low intensity.

Bi0.39Sb0.61/Ag(111)

For BixSb1−x/Ag(111), the determination of the on-site potential di�erence is not as simple

as for BixPb1−x/Ag(111). As Bi and Sb are isoelectric, the potential di�erence between the

respective pure surface alloys is comparatively small and di�erent for each band. However,

as there is an energy shift going beyond that potential di�erence, an e�ective potential

di�erence is assumed for the tight-binding calculation.

The comparison of the dI/dV-maps of Bi0.39Sb0.61/Ag(111) with the simulated prob-

ability density maps gives similar results as for Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111). As before, the two

dI/dV-maps measured at the band onset of the mj = 1/2-band (Fig. 6.10 b)) and the

mj = 3/2-band (Fig. 6.10 c)) show clearly separated areas of high and low intensity, which

can be correlated with the distribution of the substitutional atoms in the topographic im-

age. Also in this case, there is an intensity inversion between the two dI/dV-maps. It was

also possible to reproduce the measured dI/dV-maps with calculated probability density
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dI/dV-map energy ∆ε t Ecenter Ebroad
0.73 eV 0.6 0.47 -0.05 0.12
1.20 eV 0.4 -0.5 0.05 0.12

Table 6.3: Parameters used in the calculation of the probability density maps in Fig. 6.10
e) and f).

maps (Fig. 6.10 e) and f)). The respective parameters used in the simulation are compiled

in table 6.3. As in case of the dI/dV-map at 1.06 eV for Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111), here for the

dI/dV-map at 1.2 eV a negative t-parameter was necessary for a correct simulation. Again

an especially good agreement between dI/dV-map and simulated probability density map

was found for the mj = 3/2-band.

From the respective states at the Γ-point in the simulation (the energetically highest

state for the mj = 1/2-band and the lowest state for the mj = 3/2-band), the localization

length ξ was determined (see Fig. 6.11). For the mj = 1/2-band a stronger variation

in the localization length of the �rst three states is found, with ξ ranging from 0.76 nm

to 1.21 nm. To compensate for this, the �rst nine states were taken into account. The

average localization length was found to be 0.94 nm with a standard deviation of 0.14 nm,

somewhat smaller then the localizations length found for the mj = 3/2-band

6.3.3 Histogram analysis

Theoretical considerations show that with the transition from extended states to localized

states the distributions of �uctuations of quantities such as the local density of states or

the current density change from a gaussian to a log-normal distribution [90, 91]. For the

local density of states, this has been supported experimentally for impurity-localized states

in Ga1−xMnxAs [92]. Fig. 6.12 shows comparison of the histograms of the experimentally

measured dI/dV-maps and the simulated probability density maps that were shown in

Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.10. In general, the simulated histograms show a wider distribution

with higher values having a nonzero probability compared to the experimental histograms.

The histograms of the simulated probability density maps show all a more or less distinct

log-normal-like distribution except for the states inside the band (Fig. 6.12 b)) for which,

as expected for extended states, a gauss-like distribution is found. The two histograms of

the experimental dI/dV-maps in Fig. 6.12 c) and d) show a deviation from the log-normal

distribution and from the corresponding simulated distribution. These distributions show

a slightly negative skewness, a behavior that is not covered by the log-normal distribution.
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6.3. Tight-Binding calculations

Figure 6.11: a)-c) The energetically highest three states (near the Γ-point) for the cal-
culated mj = 1/2-band of Bi0.39Sb0.61/Ag(111). Black indicates a high and white a low
probability density. d) Probability density plot as function of the radial distance from the
point with highest density for the states displayed in a)-c). The energetically lowest three
states (near the Γ-point) for the calculated mj = 3/2-band. h) Probability density plot as
function of the radial distance from the point with highest density for the states displayed
in e)-g).
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Figure 6.12: Comparison of the normalized histograms of the measured dI/dV-maps and
the corresponding calculated probability density maps. Before calculating a histogram,
the LDOS was normalized by scaling so that the average 〈LDOS〉 becomes 1. In addi-
tion, the area below the histogram curve has been normalized to 1. a)-c) Histograms for
Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111) (Fig. 6.8). d)-e) Histograms for Bi0.39Sb0.61/Ag(111) (Fig. 6.10).
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6.4. Discussion

Figure 6.13: Example histograms of simulated probability densities at di�erent energies
near the band onset. For the histograms with ∆E = 0, Ecenter is set to the band onset,
and the positive ∆E values indicate a relative energy shift away from the band onset to
the center of the band.

To see if this is an e�ect of Anderson localization, a series of histograms with a variety

of parameter values were simulated. Each histogram is averaged over the results of random

100 con�gurations for di�erent alloy concentrations. Tight-binding parameters were varied

from ∆ε = 0.1 to ∆ε = 5 for t = ±1. Histograms were calculated from broadened states

with Ebroad = 0.1 for di�erent energies near the band onset with an energy di�erence ∆E

from the 1st state at the Γ-point ranging from 0 to 0.3. Fig. 6.13 shows results for tight

binding parameters similar to those used in the simulation of the two dI/dV-maps with

negative skewness. However, no set of parameters in this parameter space resulting in a

distribution with negative skewness was found.

6.4 Discussion

The e�ect of the spatial localization of the surface alloy bands can be understood by the

fact that the energy di�erence for environments with locally di�erent chemically structure

is too great for the electron wave function to propagate into such di�erent regions [3].

The comparison of spatial electronic structure represented by the dI/dV-map Fig.6.5 b)

with the local concentration implies that at every Bi atom a state is exponentially local-

ized. Considering that due to the experimental broadening many states with in a certain
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energy range but localized at di�erent positions are measured simultaneously, the corre-

lation between state energy and local concentration gives rise to this agreement between

the dI/dV-map and the local concentration map. However, if the experimental broadening

becomes considerably smaller than the energy shift of the states, this oversimpli�ed picture

would not hold anymore. Instead, the more extensive Anderson tight-binding is used.

The statement of the localization in the disordered structures is limited to the examined

area. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, a periodic structure is formed on a larger

scale similar to the ordered alloy structure in Fig. 6.7 a) leading to an in�nite expansion

of the state. However limiting the view to the area inside the boundaries, the argument of

exponential decay holds and one can speak of localized states. The study of the localization

length as function of ∆ε shows that for the system sizes (L ≈ 20nm) and the tight-binding

parameters used in the simulations, the localization of the states can be viewed as disorder

localization. The di�erence in the localization length as well as the o�set for negative t

can be attributed to the concentration asymmetry. In this case, the states are localized at

the majority atoms for negative t, for which larger areas of uniform concentration without

disorder inside exists. So the states can generally extend further and there is a lower length

limit for the disorder localization corresponding to the radius of the areas with uniform

concentration. For more balanced concentration this e�ect should become smaller and

vanish completely in the case of x=0.5.

Considering that a simpli�ed tight-binding model was used for the calculation neglecting

p−orbitals and the Rashba splitting, the reproduction of the features seen in the dI/dV-

maps is remarkable and demonstrate that these �ndings are indeed localized states that can

be described by the Anderson model. Furthermore the almost complete loss of structural

features in the dI/dV-map further inside the band at -0.40 eV demonstrates that also in the

case of disorder localization there is a transition from localized states to extended states

as predicted by theory [64].

The inversion of the intensity seen in the dI/dV-maps Fig. 6.8 b) and d) at the band

onsets imply that in the case of the spz-band the states are localized at areas of a high

Pb concentration, while for the mj = 3/2-band the states are localized at areas of high

Bi concentration. As the potential energy at the Bi atoms is lower than for Pb atoms, a

localization of the states at the Γ-point in these areas is only possible, if the mj = 3/2-

band has a positive e�ective electron mass. This is also taken into account in the negative t

parameter for this band in the tight binding calculations. This result of an mj = 3/2-band

with a positive e�ective electron mass stands in contrast to the theoretical calculations,
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which predict a negative e�ective electron mass for this band [60,80]. On the other hand,

the negative e�ective mass for the spz-band in Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111) and themj = 1/2-band

in Bi0.39Sb0.61/Ag(111) agrees with the theoretical calculations and the experimental data

available from ARPES measurements [19,20].

At a �rst glance, the larger localization length ξ for the mj = 3/2-band in

Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111) compared to the spz-band seems to be out of place, as a stronger

disorder potential was used in the calculation (∆ε
|t| ≈ 1.70 compared to ≈ 0.67) which

should lead to a smaller ξ (compare Fig. 6.7 f)). This can be explained by the asymmetry

of the substitutional atom concentrations and the localization inversion between the two

bands as shown in Fig 6.7 f). For the mj = 3/2-band the �rst states are localized in areas

with high Bi concentration. As the general Bi concentration is high, these areas tend to

be larger, allowing the states to extend further. At the other edge of the band at the

K-point, the states of the mj = 3/2-band are localized at the smaller areas of high Pb

concentration. For this state, the localization length was found in the simulations to be

ξlast = 0.19 ± 0.02nm compared to ξlast = 1.39 ± 0.13nm for the respective state of the

spz-band localized in the larger areas of high Bi concentration. Only for a symmetric con-

centration, as it often assumed in theoretical calculations, this e�ect does not appear. Due

to the broken translation invariance and the therefore missing momentum conservation it

was not possible to analyze the dI/dV-maps for standing waves to determine the band

structure (without the Rashba-splitting) as it was done for Bi/Ag(111) [59].

There are several possible explanation for the general trend of wider distribution ob-

served for the simulated histograms in Fig. 6.12. One e�ect is spatial averaging in the

experiment due to the limited resolution of the tip. Compared to the atomically resolved

topographies measured at a tunneling bias of 3mV, a loss in spatial resolution is observed

at the higher bias voltages (ranging from 80mV to 1.2V) used in the measurement of the

dI/dV-maps. Due to this e�ect, extreme intensities are damped to more a average value,

resulting in a narrower distribution. In addition, the used tight-binding model in itself

might be too simple to catch these �ner details. The inclusion of p-orbitals and spin-orbit

interaction ( [56,93]) would improve the model further. However, the limited computational

power available for this work and the large supercells needed for the simulations prevented

such extensions of the model. Another step to improve simulations of the dI/dV-maps

would be the inclusion of the tip by using the Terso�-Hamann model (see section 2.2.2)

with a dz2 orbital as the tip wave function for the tungsten tip [94].
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6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the electronic structure of the mixed surface alloys BixPb1−x/Ag(111) and

BixSb1−x/Ag(111) were presented. Using scanning tunneling spectroscopy, it was demon-

strated that these systems show a variation of the electronic structure on a local scale which

could not be examined before, as only non-local techniques like ARPES for measurements

and the KKR coherent potential approximation for simulations were used. It was shown

for BixPb1−x/Ag(111) that the states localized in the disordered surface alloy layer are also

localized spatially and that this localization can be correlated with the distribution of the

substitutional atoms in the surface alloy layer. Using the Anderson tight-binding model it

was possible to simulate the measured spatial distribution of the electronic states by using

the corresponding topographic structure as a starting point for a supercell calculation.

This demonstrates the possibility of studying the localization of electronic wave func-

tions on a local scale with the with the ability to directly correlate the distribution of the

wave functions with the atomic structure of the disorder. The �exibility of the mixed sur-

face alloys as material system - access to the full concentration range and the possibility to

exchange the substitutional material or substrates - allows to study the e�ect of a variety

of parameters such as spin-orbit interaction on Anderson localization.
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Chapter 7

Other aspects of surface alloy properties

While the main focus of this work lies on the growth and electronic properties of the mixed

surface alloys, some related aspects of the surface alloys were also studied, but to a lesser

extent. This covers the growth of the Bi/Ag surface alloy on thin, heteroepitaxial �lms

of Ag on Pt(111), a system for which results of LEED and ARPES measurements have

been published recently [95]. The second topic of this chapter covers the dealloying of the

mixed surface alloys and the formation of a monolayer phase. Similar to the growth of

the surface alloys, this has been studied on a local scale only for the pure surface alloys

Bi/Ag(111) [49, 74] and Pb/Ag(111) [50,96].

7.1 Surface alloys on thin �lms

It has been shown, that structural parameters have great in�uence on the Rashba split-

ting found in the surface alloys [51]. One way to study the in�uence of these structural

parameters is the variation of the substrate lattice constant. This can be most easily done

by changing the substrate, for example, by switching the substrate from Ag to Cu [88].

Another way to change the lattice constant is to exploit pseudomorphic growth of thin

�lms on a substrate with slightly di�erent lattice constant. Thin �lms of Ag are known

to grow pseudomorphically on a Pt(111) substrate after annealing [97, 98]. Both Pt and

Ag have the same face-centered cubic structure, but Ag has a slightly higher lattice con-

stant (409 pm) than Pt (392 pm). In the case of pseudomorphic growth, the Ag thin �lm

assumes the Pt lattice constant, and the �lm growths under compressive stress. Recent

non-local experiments of Bi/Ag/Pt(111) [95] however did not show signs of the expected

surface alloy. Instead the published results indicate that Bi forms a p(2× 2) reconstructed
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Figure 7.1: a) Topographic image of a submonolayer Ag evaporated on Pt(111) measured
at 0.1V, 0.1 nA. The coverage was estimated to be 0.67ML. The Ag forms islands of
monolayer height. b) Topographic image of the Ag thin �lm after the evaporation of
3.3ML on Pt(111), measured at 1.0V, 0.1 nA. c) Line pro�le of Ag islands as marked in
a). The height of the islands is 2.5Å. d) Line pro�le of the Ag terraces as marked in b).
The height of the terraces is 2.2Å.

layer on top of the Ag �lm. STM measurements might help to clarify the growth of Ag on

Pt(111) in the presence of a submonolayer coeverage of Bi.

7.1.1 Growth of Bi/Ag/Pt(111)

Thin Ag �lms on Pt(111) were prepared as described in section 4.2.1. The topographic

image 7.1 a) shows individual Ag islands of monoatomic step height, as can be seen from the

corresponding line pro�le 7.1 c). From the area of the islands compared to the total area,

the coverage was estimated to be approximately 0.67ML and this was used as calibration

for the evaporation. Even though the coverage is relatively high, the size of the islands is

relatively small and in a range for which pseudomorphic growth was found [98].

For a higher coverage the Ag forms a continuous �lm with terraces as shown in the
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Figure 7.2: a) Topographic overview of Bi/Ag/Pt(111) for 0.16ML of Bi on a 5ML thin
�lm of Ag/Pt(111) (measured at 1.0V, 0.13 nA). Large gaps with a depth of 1 to 3ML
can be seen, while the remaining �lm is �at except for the apparent height di�erence of
the ordered and disordered surface alloy. h b) Topographic image of the ordered (OA)
and disordered Bi/Ag surface alloy (DA) measured at 0.1V, 0.5 nA. c) Zoom into ordered
surface alloy structure, measured at -0.1V, 0.5 nA. The FFT image in the inset shows the
hexagonal structure of the ordered surface alloy.

topographic image Fig. 7.1 b) for a coverage of 3.3ML. The line pro�le Fig. 7.1 d) again

reveals monoatomic steps but the height of the steps was found to be slightly smaller with

2.2Å, compared to 2.5Å in the case of the islands found for submonolayer coverage.

The growth of the �lm changes drastically if Bi is evaporated additionally. Fig. 7.2

a) shows overview image for a coverage of approximately 0.16ML of Bi on a 5ML thin

�lm of Ag/Pt(111). Comparable results were also found for thinner Ag �lms or other

Bi coverages below 1/3ML. A continuous, �at �lm with either an ordered or disordered

Bi/Ag surface alloy on top has formed (see Fig. 7.2 b)). The disordered surface alloy was

found homogeneously distributed on the Ag surface, with the patches of the denser ordered

surface alloy increasing with higher Bi coverage. Large holes with a depth of 1 to 3ML

have opened up in the �lm, and patches of the ordered surface alloy can be seen on the

bottom of these holes. Fig. 7.2 c) shows the structure of the ordered surface alloy patches.

They show a hexagonal structure with a lattice constant of 5.1± 0.2 , indicating the usual√
3×
√

3 reconstruction comparable with the Bi/Ag(111) surface alloy.

7.1.2 Discussion

The di�erence in the step height for islands in the case of submonolayer Ag coverage and

the terraces in the case of higher coverages might be a result of the pseudomorphic growth
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found for small Ag islands (〈20nm) [98]. Consequently, for thicker �lms the structure of

the top most layer seems to becomes more Ag-like. The closed �lm and terraces with

monoatomic steps found for higher Ag coverages indicate layer-by-layer growth in agree-

ment with previous results [97,99].

With submonolayer coverages of Bi present, no sign of the p(2× 2) reconstruction that

was reported in in [95], was found. In contrast, patches of the ordered and unordered

Bi/Ag(111) surface alloy had formed on the Ag �lm. However, some change in the growth

of the Ag �lm was found when Bi is present, which seems to act as a surfactant similar

to Sb. It is known for Sb to change the growth behavior of Ag in homoepitaxy from

island to layer-by-layer growth [100, 101]. However the holes in the �lm (see Fig. 7.2 a)

and b)) contradict a purely layer-by-layer growth of the Ag �lm. Their depths, which is

smaller than the �lm thickness expected from the evaporation parameters indicates instead

a growth behavior similar to layer-plus-island growth. While the �rst few monolayers form

a continuous �lm, the later monolayer do not form islands but a �lm perforated with large

gaps instead. The transition from the continuous to the perforated �lm might also mark

the return from pseudomorphic growth to original Ag lattice structure as indicated by

surface alloy on the topmost Ag layer with the
√

3 ×
√

3 reconstruction and a 5Å lattice

constant as found on Bi/Ag(111).

7.2 Dealloying of mixed surface alloys

During the study of the mixed surface alloy, also the monolayer phases were observed. If

there is an excess of substitutional atoms, dealloying of the substitutional atoms starts to

take place and a monolayer on top of the pure Ag(111) substrate is formed.

For a coverage larger than 1/3ML of Bi or Pb on Ag(111) this leads to the formation of

di�erent reconstructions. For Bi/Ag(111) a reconstruction in the form of stripes running

along the Ag[112] direction is found [49,74]. Di�erent models have been proposed for this

structure with a
√

3 periodicity in the [112] direction but either commensurate in the in the

[110] direction with a ( 3 0
1 2 ) reconstruction [49] or incommensurate in that direction [74].

For Pb/Ag(111), a (
√

28×
√

28)R19.1◦ reconstruction with respect to the Ag(111) substrate

has been found [96]. Due to the development of these two completely di�erent structures,

the question arises, what in the presence of multiple substituents happens as dealloying

takes place?
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Figure 7.3: a) Overview image with terraces of the Bi0.5Pb0.5/Ag(111) surface alloy and of
the monolayer phase measured at 1.0V, 1.0 nA. b) Current image for a) which allows to
identify the terraces with the surface alloy phase (1st and 3rd from left to right) and those
with the monolayer phase (2nd and 4th). The inset shows an enhancement of the marked
area, showing the presence of an ordered and an unordered phase in the monolayer. c)
Lines pro�le of the marked line in a), displaying the di�erent step heights for surface alloy
(SA) and monolayer (ML) terraces.

7.2.1 The Monolayer phase for balanced Bi-Pb concentrations

Fig. 7.3 a) displays a overview image with several terraces for a sample with balanced Bi

and Pb concentration. In the current image (Fig. 7.3 b)), which corresponds to the �rst

derivative of the topography, the di�erent, alternating surface structures of the terraces

are visible. The terraces with the surface alloy can be identi�ed by their rougher structure

seen in the current image (�rst and third terrace from left to right), which arises from the

inhomogeneous structure of the surface alloy and cannot be resolved atomically at these

scales and tunneling parameters. The other terraces are formed by the monolayer phase

which appears smoother. The inset shows that the monolayer itself contains two di�erent

phases, with one consisting of an ordered structure. The line pro�le in Fig. 7.3 c), shows

terraces with two di�erent apparent heights, 1.9Å for the monolayer terraces and 0.4Å for

the surface alloy terraces.

Finer details of the monolayer phase are displayed in Fig. 7.4. On the left side, the

surface alloy phase can be seen as a measure of the resolution of the tip. On the right

side, the monolayer can be seen with patches of the ordered phase. The ordered phase

consists of a hexagonal structure with an periodicity of 16.8 ± 0.4Å, in good agreement

with the pure Pb monolayer phase. The rest of the monolayer phase appears as a randomly

distributed and inhomogeneous phase with areas of two di�erent apparent heights. No
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Figure 7.4: 60× 60nm topography measured at 5mV, 9.0 nA, showing �ner details of the
monolayer structure. On the left terrace, the atomically and chemically resolved surface
alloy can be seen. On the right terrace, di�erent phases of the monolayer can be seen

atomic resolution was achieved on this part of the monolayer, and no sign of a striped

structure, that would indicate a pure Bi monolayer, was found.

7.2.2 Monolayer phase for diluted Bi-Pb concentrations

For dilute alloy concentrations, the monolayer phase shows a di�erent behavior. Fig.

7.5 shows topographies of the monolayer phase for dilute concentrations of x ≈ 0.9 in

Fig. 7.5 a) and b) and for x ≈ 0.1 in Fig. 7.5 c) and d). In these cases only periodic

structures corresponding to pure monolayer phases of the respective majority element of the

substituents can be found. In the case of a high Bi concentration, a reconstruction of the

surface forming long stripes can be seen, comparable to the reconstruction of the monolayer

phase found after the evaporation of more then 1/3ML of Bi onto Ag(111) [49,74] . It can

be seen in Fig. 7.5 a) that the stripes of the reconstruction run parallel to the substitutional

lattice of the surface alloy, which indeed corresponds to the [112] direction.

The topography Fig. 7.5 d) shows atomically resolved monolayer for a high Pb con-

centration. It shows a superimposed modulation with a hexagonal moiré structure with

the same periodicity as the ordered patches found in the monolayer phase for a balanced

concentration (Fig. 7.4). The lattice constant for Pb atoms is 3.38± 0.04Å, the angle be-
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Figure 7.5: a) Topography of the mixed surface alloy Bi0.92Pb0.08/Ag(111) (left terrace)
and Bi/Ag(111) monolayer phase (right terrace), measured at 5mV, 5.0nA. b) Zoom into
the Bi monolayer phase. c) Pb/Ag(111) monolayer phase (left terrave) and mixed surface
alloy Bi0.11Pb0.89/Ag(111) (right terrace) measured at 5mV, 1.0nA. d) Zoom into the Pb
monolayer phase.
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Figure 7.6: a) Overview image of the Bi0.18Sb0.82/Ag(111) and the corresponding mono-
layer phase, measured at 1.0V, 1.0 nA. b)�c) Detailed images of the surface alloy and the
monolayer measured at 3mV, 7.0 nA.

tween the atomic lattice and the moiré structure is 27◦. From the topography in Fig. 7.5

c), showing both the monolayer phase and the surface alloy, the angle between the atomic

lattice of the monolayer and the Ag[112] direction given by the surface alloy can be deter-

mined. This angle was also found to be 27◦, indicating an angle of 3◦ between the atomic

lattices of the monolayer and the Ag(111) crystal. These values are in good agreement to

the structure found after evaporating more than 1/3ML of Pb onto Ag(111) [50,96].

7.2.3 The Monolayer phase for Bi-Sb

In contrast to the monolayer phase for BixPb1−x/Ag(111) which does form alternating

terraces with the surface alloy, the monolayer phase in the case of BixSb1−x/Ag(111) is

found to behave quite di�erently. Fig. 7.6 shows topographies of Bi0.18Sb0.82/Ag(111),

prepared by evaporation of a 1/3ML of Bi to form a pure Bi/Ag(111) surface alloy and

successive subsequent evaporation of 0.4 ML of Sb. Here, the monolayer forms nearly

circular islands in the surface alloy area, as can be seen in the overview image of Fig. 7.6

a). Fig. 7.6 shows that the monolayer phase here has again a striped structure, similar

to the case of a high Bi concentration (compare with Fig. 7.5 a)). It can be also seen

in Fig. 7.6 c), that the stripes are again parallel to the Ag[112] direction given by the

substitutional lattice of the Bi0.18Sb0.82/Ag(111) surface alloy
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7.2.4 Discussion

From the fact, that only the combined height of a surface alloy and an monolayer terrace

for BixPb1−x/Ag(111) result in the Ag(111) step height of approximately 2.3Å, it follows

that both phases share the same terrace. The surface alloy phase starts at the lower

edge of the next higher Ag(111) terrace (there covered with the monolayer phase) and the

monolayer phase ends at edge to the next lower Ag(111) terrace. The monolayer fraction of

a surface was found to vary from preparation to preparation in a range from over one half

of the terraces to sporadic patches of about 20 nm in size at the terrace edge. It appears

that during the sample preparation at 570K surplus atoms can move freely around and

accumulate at step edges where they start to form the monolayer. This �ts to the growth

process of the pure Pb monolayer on Ag(111) as described in [50]. It can be assumed, that

the inhomogeneous structure of the monolayer for balanced concentrations is a result of

the mixing of both Bi and Pb in the monolayer phase. The two di�erent apparent heights

that can be found in this mixed monolayer might be the result of di�erent con�gurations

for di�erent local mixing ratios.

The agreement of the geometrical details of the monolayer phases found in the case

of high concentration of one substituent, indicate that these are indeed pure monolayer

phases consisting only of the majority substituent. However, it cannot be excluded, that

there is a small amount of impurities from the other elements in the the pure monolayer

phases, adapting to the prevailing reconstruction or leading to distortions too small to be

recognized.

In the case of BixSb1−x/Ag(111), which was prepared by additional evaporation of

Sb atoms on a Bi/Ag(111) surface alloy, the formation of the monolayer phase is not

determined by the mixing ratio of the substituents. Instead, for a balanced mixing ratio,

a pure Bi monolayer phase is formed, while the surface alloy contains a high concentration

Sb atoms. In this case, the monolayer phase is formed from Bi atoms that were displaced

out of the surface alloy by the Sb atoms. This further supports the hypothesis that Sb

is preferred as substituent in Ag(111) and can displace Bi out of the surface alloy instead

of just �lling vacancies that might be generated by desorbed Bi atoms (see section 5.2.2).

If the rate of replacement for both substitutional atoms would be similar (meaning that

it there is the same probability for exchanging a Bi atom of the surface alloy with a free

Sb atom and the reversed case), such high Sb concentrations larger then 0.5 should not

be possible with this preparation method. The �nding of Sb as preferred substitutional

atom, is in contrast to case of BixPb1−x/Ag(111), for which no signi�cant preference for
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one substituent was found.

7.3 Conclusion

For the trilayer system Bi/Ag/Pt(111), the formation of the ordered and unordered Bi/Ag

surface alloy was found on top of the Ag/Pt(111) thin �lm. The STM measurements

indicate that the additional presence of Bi changes the growth behavior of Ag on Pt(111)

from a layer-by-layer growth to a growth similar to layer-plus-island growth, leading to

a �at, continuous �lm with large gaps except for the �rst few monolayers. Comparative

studies of this growth between the here shown heteroepitaxial growth of Ag/Pt(111) and

homoepitaxial growth of Ag/Ag(111) in the presence of Bi might give further insight into

what in�uence the the Ag-Pt interface and the resulting pseudomorphic growth have on

the resulting Ag �lm.

For the process of dealloying of the mixed surface alloy BixPb1−x/Ag(111), it was found

that the presence of the two di�erent substituents in the alloy gives rise to a inhomoge-

neously mixed monolayer phase, which was not observed so far. For higher concentration

of one substituent, the formation of the respective pure monolayer phase was restored. The

occurrence of a pure Bi monolayer phase for BixSb1−x/Ag(111)with a high Sb concentration

is a further proof of the preference of Sb as substitutent compared to Bi.
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Summary and outlook

For this thesis, a new UHV system for a variable temperature scanning tunneling mi-

croscopy was build. While it is now used mostly for scienti�c research, it has been (and

still can be) used for testing di�erent components for a related UHV compatible mK-STM

system. Even though the VT-STM has proven its capability to study topographic and elec-

tronic structures on a local scale with high resolution, there is still room for improvement.

The new �ow cryostat is under construction, and �rst tests indicate that temperatures

down to 4.2K are possible. This will minimize the drift due to temperature variations

and increase the energy resolution in spectroscopic measurements. Further improvements

include an extension of the coarse motor for movement in at least one horizontal direction,

giving access to a larger sample area.

In this thesis, localization of electronic states due to atomic disorder (Anderson local-

ization) in the mixed surface alloys BixPb1−x/Ag(111) and BixSb1−x/Ag(111) has been

demonstrated on a local scale. This has been achieved by a direct comparison of the local

topographic and electronic structure of the surface alloys obtained from STM and STS

measurements. The analysis of the topographic structure demonstrated, that in the mixed

surface alloys the di�erent substituents retain their individual relaxation, making STM

measurements with chemical resolution and the extraction of the local disorder structure

possible. Statistical analysis of the disordered structure and comparison with Monte-Carlo

simulations revealed a small, attractive e�ective pair interaction between substitutional

atoms of the same kind in both mixed surface alloys.

Measurements of the electronic structure of the two surface alloys revealed exponen-

tially localized states, correlated with the local alloy concentration. Using a tight-binding

model with the disordered structure obtained from the topographic measurements, the
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corresponding electronic structures have been directly reproduced. For di�erent states,

an inversion of the localization was found, which was attributed to di�erent signs of the

e�ective electron mass.

The growth of BixSb1−x/Ag(111) by evaporating Sb on a Bi/Ag(111) surface alloy and

the emergence of a Bi monolayer phase at high Sb concentrations demonstrated that Sb

is preferred as substitutional element compared to Bi, while no such preference was found

for Bi and Pb. For the growth of surface alloys on thin heteroepitaxial �lms, it has been

demonstrated how the presence of the Bi change the growth of the �lm by acting as a

surfactant.

The mixed surface alloys have opened up a unique opportunity to study Anderson lo-

calization of electronic waves on a local scale. With this system, it is now possible to study

Anderson localization of electronic states on a local scale for a large variety of parameters,

such as disorder potential strength, alloy concentration or Rashba energy. This could be

even extended further, as there are other possible substituents such as Tl which is also

known to form
√

3×
√

3R30◦ reconstructed surface alloy on Ag(111) [102]. Tl has two

valence electrons less then Bi, leading to an even higher potential di�erence and a shorter

localization length in the BixTl1−xAg(111) surface alloy. With this it might be possible to

study the transition from disorder localization to impurity localization (ξ < a/2). System-

atic theoretical studies of Anderson localization considering di�erent concentrations and

the structural in�uence of an e�ective pair interaction might give further insight into the

electronic structure of real, disordered solids, that can be tested with the mixed surface

alloys.

With the mixed surface alloy Bi0.80Pb0.20/Ag(111), as system has been found for which

the di�erence between Fermi energy EF and band onset E0 is comparable to or smaller

than the Rashba energy ER. For such a system enhanced electron-phonon coupling [58]

and increased superconducting critical temperature are predicted [103]. Measurements of

this system at very low temperatures would be a test of these predictions. Furthermore,

the local variations in the electronic structure due to the disorder allows to directly study

the varying in�uence of the di�erence E0 − EF .
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Appendix A

Automated Data Analysis for Surface

Alloys

The knowledge of the exact distribution of all the substitutional atoms in an area of the

mixed surface alloys allows a more extensive, quantitative analysis of the structure. Fur-

thermore, measurements of the electronic structure can be compared directly with model

calculations based on the same topographic structure. An analysis of the atomically and

chemically resolved topography of the mixed surface alloys by hand (this means the manual

determination of the position and type of each substitutional atom) is not practicable as

there are approximately 1600 atoms in a 20 nm×20 nm area. However, an automatization

of this analysis can be achieved with a simple algorithm. For the implementation Igor Pro

is used, a program for data analysis and illustration, which includes its own programming

language.

Position of the alloy atoms

For the automated data analysis, atoms are recognized as local two dimensional height

maxima. To achieve best results for the atom recognition, all information in the image

except for the lattice structure has to be �ltered out as the height variations due to the

chemical contrast can smear out the height maxima indicating an individual atom. Addi-

tionally, noise at higher frequencies can introduce false height maxima leading to a wrong

identi�cation of additional atoms. Such a �ltering can be achieved using FFT �ltering.

For this, the Fourier transformed of the STM image is calculated, and only certain parts

of it are used for an inverse Fourier transformation to create the new image. The e�ect

for di�erent �lters is illustrated in Fig. A.1. To extract the lattice structure a band pass
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Figure A.1: FFT �ltering for mixed surface alloys. The pure lattice structure of the
substitutional atoms can be isolated using a band pass �lter. Applying a low pass �lter
gives the height distribution of the substitutional atoms, while the high pass �lter reveals
the high frequency noise. An appropriate low pass �lter can be used to remove this noise
from STM images.
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�lter around a wavenumber equal to the inverse lattice constant is used. So far, this step

is done manually but, in principle, can also be automated.

To identify the position of each individual atom, the lattice image gained from the

FFT �ltering is analyzed row by row, using �rst and second derivatives of these rows to

�nd local maxima. At each maximum of the row, the corresponding column is analyzed

the same way, and if there is a maximum in both directions, the position of an atom has

been identi�ed. The height of the atom is then extracted from the data point at the same

position in the original image.

As each atom is identi�ed individually, this algorithm can be used directly for any

lattice structure, and it also works with lattices that are irregularly distorted (e.g. due to

thermal drift). The algorithm does not work if the resolution is not good enough to resolve

the atoms as clear maxima in the lattice image.

Atom type assignment

For surfaces with discrete height di�erences for di�erent atoms in the surface layer, distinct

peaks are expected in a histogram of the atom height. Usually, the peaks are smeared out,

and might overlap if the height di�erence is small. So for a clear classi�cation of the

atoms by their height, the peaks are �tted with gauss functions and a boundary height

zb in between them is de�ned. To ensure universality of the algorithm for cases of either

overlapping or not overlapping peaks, the boundary value is de�ned as follows:

zb =
1

2
((zlow + σlow) + (zhigh − σhigh)) (A.1)

Here zlow (zhigh) is position of the gauss peak for the low (high) atoms and σlow (σhigh) is

the respective standard deviation. So the boundary height is in the middle between the

peak edges, with the edges de�ned by their standard deviation. Atoms with height z > zb

are assigned as high atoms, and those with z < zb are assigned as low atoms. The alloy

ratio is then simply given by x =
Nhigh
N

, with Nhigh as the number of high atoms and N as

the total number of atoms.

There are
√

3 ×
√

3 lattice sites that have a height far outside the lower side of the

gauss distribution of the low atoms, so they can be identi�ed easily and either be marked

as vacancies or be dropped from the list of substitutional atoms.
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Appendix A. Automated Data Analysis for Surface Alloys

Figure A.2: Typical nearest neighbor distance histogram for a mixed surface alloy with
lattice constant a=0.5 nm. The blue bars on the right side of the nearest neighbor distance
distribution (red bars) indicate next nearest neighbors, which are removed from the list
of nearest neighbors. The blue bars on the left side indicate that some atoms have been
incorrectly identi�ed as two atoms.

Nearest neighbor identi�cation

For statistical analysis of the substitutional atom distribution as well as the tight-binding

model calculation, the nearest neighbors for each atom have to be identi�ed. This is done

by measuring the distance of other substitutional atoms to the atom of interest. In a

�rst run the six nearest atoms (for a hexagonal lattice) are chosen as nearest neighbors for

each atom, but this list contains also next nearest neighbors when vacancies are present. In

general (mostly due to thermal drift) the nearest neighbor distances are distributed around

the lattice constant, and neighbors that are well outside this distribution (this means next

nearest neighbors) are dropped from the list of nearest neighbors. Atoms that have been

incorrectly identi�ed as two atoms can also be identi�ed and corrected in this step. Fig.

A.2 shows a atom height histogram for an surface alloy with an hexagonal lattice and a

lattice constant of 0.5 nm after such a �rst run. After this, a second run gives the correct

list of nearest neighbors.
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